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The Holtzman Inkbl-ot Technique (HIT) was administered

i-n group form to 39 introductory psychology students, and

each subject individuaffy rated the similarities of pairs of
the HIT inkblots. The similarity jud.gements were analyzed via
a multidimensional- scaling (MDS) approach which recovered

dimensions of variation among the bfots and dimensi-ons of

varj-ation in individual use of the configuration of bl-ots in
MDS space.

In generaÌ, percepti-on of inkblots was wel-l represented.

in part by a multidimensional model, with J or 4 dimensions

of variation capturing most of the predictable variance in
the bl-ot space and the subject space. Higher dimensions al-so

seem interpretable, and indeed the closest correspondence to

the HIT variation was with the second, third, and sixth dimen-

sions. The dimensions of variation typically coruespond lowly

to HIT variation, however, and are defined primarily by dis-
crimination of physical characteristics of the bl-ots. However,

the more objectively physically oriented HIT variables corres-
pond low1y, and more subjective variations were found to

rel-ate systematically to the dimensional structures. Differ-
ences were af-so found in dimensional- loadings and factor
scores between subjects who spoke English versus Chinese as

their first language. The MDS analysis was also found effec-
tive in identifying a subject whose HIT protocol evidenced

clear pathognomic characteristics, and in suggesting a subset

of blots maximally capturing perceived variation.
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Projective testing has been the focus of considerabl_e

debate within the f,ield of cl-inical- psychology, with questions

of useful-ness and validity forming a schism between many of,

the professional-s involved. The polarity of current opini-ons

is evidenced by conc]-usions on the one hand that the massive

accumulation of research fiterature has already invalidated
further use of projectives, or alternati-vely that the fitera-
ture to date is inconcl-usive as the research fails to

accu.rately assess projective methods in the way they are

used clinically (Gol-dfried, Stricker, and Weiner, L9?I),

Part of the concern is attributabl-e to.a growing concern

over the usefulness of assessment i-n general, although pro-

jective methods have been thought to be declining in popu-

larity more rapidly than objective methods (Shemberg and

Keeley, Lg?O; Thelen and Ewing, Lg?O) .

A recent survey of cl-inical psychologists, however, has

estabfished that both objecti-ve and projective assessment

remain in substantial- use, and are rel-ied upon heavily in
clinical settings (WaAe and Baker, a977). Furthermore ,

although there were considerably fewer administrations of

projective tests per week than objective tests, the per-

centages of time spent in the two types of assessment

activities were not significantly di-fferent. This continued

reliance upon assessment in spite of the l-ack of cl-ear

research support reflects a demonstrated need for the kind of

A Mul-tidimensional Analysi.s

of fnkbl-ot Perception
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information provided in both types of assessment. The

burden, then, appears to remain with researchers in devel-

oping or expanding methodological- approaches to clarifying
the j-ssues of validity and rel-iability in ways which will
either isol-ate the dependable di-mensions of information

obtainable from present assessment techniques, or suggest

al-ternative sources for the information needed in the clinical-
setting.

Vtiithin the real-m of projective testing much of the past

research and debate has focused. on the Rorschach Inkblot
Test. The dominance of this technique within psychologicaÌ

testing is addressed by the number of investigations alone,

riumbering over 3,000 to date (Goldfried et âf ., L|TL) . yet

with this vol-umi.nous l-lterature, the status of rel-iability
and validity have remained obscure. The inconsistency is
explained by some proponents in terms of the irrefevance of

the employed research strategies and. analyses to the appli-
cation of the test results in practice. At fundamental-

levels, it has been suggested that the Rorschach is in
essence a broad source of i-nJormation about personality and

consequently not subjectable to the typical psychometric

criteria for rel-iabilityo that the information tapped is
multidimensional and too complex for conventional- analysi s

(Goldenbêrg, 1973), that the Rorschach technique is more a

method of observation than of assessment and consequently

more coincident with questions of useful-ness and productivity

than of reliability and validity (Klopfer, Ainsworth, Klopfer,



and Holt, 1954), and that the principles of vafidity and

refiability of the Rorschach in cl-inical- and research use

have been confused, and investigated with inappropriate

statisticaf techniques (Karon, f96B)

Hol-tzman, Thorpe, Swartz, and Herron (1961) have argued

that many of the characteristics of the Rorschach which have

complicated its investigation can be remedied at a practical

l-evel-. Consisting of two parallel sets of 4J Utots each

and two practice bfots, the Holtzma;.r- Inkblot Technique (HIT)

was developed with the aim of overcoming several psychometric

trimitations of the single set of ten Rorschach inkbtots.

First, the mere increase in the number of btots makes the

investigation of the numerous variables scorab-le from

responses more feasibl-e in at l-east correlationat concerns

such as reliability. Second, the HIT blots are more varied

in characteristics such as co1or, form, shading, and symmetry.

Third, only one response per card is given, and it is fol-lowed

immediately by a short, standardized inquiry. Fourth, the

existance of parallel forms all-ows implementation of test-

retest and individual change investigation. Fifth, 22

vari-abl.es are scored which include most of the scoring criteria
of the several- major methods of Rorschach scoring, and norms

are provided on a vari-ety of populations for al-l- 22 vari-

abfes. A final- consequence of these changes is that the

HIT is suitable to group administration and computer scoring

without substantial l-oss of informati-on.

The changes evidenced in the HIT in the interest of

psychometric criteria are considerable. Many sources of

6



variation are obviously attenuated, such as examiner-subject

interaction, number of responses per card., and inconsi-stency

across examiners in scoring and procedural style. The

critical- assertion is that the projective potential of the

HIT is preserved, which is necessary if subsequent research

is to remain generalizabl-e to projective testing and at some

l-evel- to the more prevalent Rorschach procedure. Holt zmarr

(1968) in fact argues that the projective quality is preserved,

and that the greater number of bl-ots and the richer stimul-us

properties of the bfots more than compensate for the limita-
tions on recoverable information imposed by the more restric-
tive procedural- structure of the HIT.

Although the HTT has been the object of considerable

research since its introduction and appears to have become

an estabfished assessinent technique (HitJ-, I97Z), it does

not appear to have substantially repJ-aced the Rorschach as

a projective inkbfot test of choice (Wade and Baker, fg??),
Fehr (f9?6) suggests that:

This can be attributed to a combination of the following
factors ¡

l-. The HIT is time consuming to administer.

2. The HIT is time consuming to score.

3. There are not enough data analyzing the nature of

specific HIT variabl-es (p, +85)

The time factor is certai-nÌy shared by most projective tech-

niques, although the large number of HIT variables may con-

tribute an extra element of tedium. AJ-though the basic

reasoning behind an apparently all incl-usive set of variables
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which cover the range of variables previously scored from

inkblot perception is understandable, the large number of

variables may be contributing to the third factor as well-.

With 22 vari-ables to investi-gate, the sfowness of progress

in research is not surprising, and this may leave potential-

users of the HIT with questions about which variabl-es to

consider or which patterns to look for, answers to which

may be long in coming

The large numbers of variabfes al-so presents more direct
problems to researich. The psychometric changes in the HIT

have resulted in impressive data on inter- and intrarater
scoring rel-iabil-ity and test-retest developmental- reliability
studies, wi-th coruel-ations ranging from .89 to ,995 for
the former, and .89 to .97 for the l-atter with highly trained

scorers (Hol-tzman et al., 1961). Nonetheless, the current

status of validity research exploring the nature and poten-

tial of the HIT variables remains l-ess than cl-ear. This

may be attributable to consequences of two of the most typical
strategies of investigation. One strategy is to single out

one or a few of the HIT variables suspected of relationship
to an external criterion of interest, and compare those HIT

scores with other behavioral- or psychometric measures of the

same criterion. The sl-owness of this route considering aJ-J-

relationships that might exist is obvious, but many of the

indices of correfation or prediction to date have also been

somewhat l-ow. For example, Sanders (Lg??) found correlations
ranging from .3þ to ,5A between the Hol-tzman's Abstract
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variable and a battery of paper and pencil- rneasures, Fehr

(lgZ6) found correl ations between the Holt zm¿¡r''s Anxi-ety and

Hostil-ity scores and a group of rel-ated objective and behavioral-

measures ranging from ,07 to .43, and Greenberg, Aronow, and

Rauchway (L977) found coruelations ranging from ,ZO to .48

in magnitude between two measures of interpersonal- distance

a¡d the Hril s Human, Barrier, Anxiety and Hostil-ity variables.
A more frequent approach has been to compare measures

of an externar criterion with each of the 22 variabr-es

recovered from each subject (eg., Vele z-Di-az, 19?6; Greenfield,

Alexander, and. Sternbach, 19?6; Iacino and Cook, I9?4), a

shotgun approach which appears to minimize effort but at the

same time is of questionable statistical- soundness. For

one or more sets of al-l- pai-rwise correl-ations between the

Hrr variables and an external- criterion measure in a given

analysis, the tests of significance of the correlations are

likely to be highly infl-ated. In fact, if an overal-l or

experiment-wise probability of rype r error of .o5 is desired

when each of the 22 variables is coruelated with a single
criterion measure, the conservative Bonfemoni estimate of
the alpha l-evel required to concl-ude significance of a given

singJ-e correl-ation woul-d be .ooz. The stringency of this
estimate is an obvious indication of the l-oss in statistical_
power to detect non-chance rel ationships when atpha infl-ation
is guarded against, and fail-ure to account for such infr-a-
tion is no more satisfactory an approach as it leaves the

significance of any obtained resul-ts questionabf.e



improvements of the HIT, little advancement is cl-ear regard-

ing empirical evidence of validity or refiable useful-ness

of projective assessment with inkbl-ots. The improvements

contributed by the HIT are noteworthy, and may wel-I be

necessary conditions for further advancement in research, but

the expected further advancement has not cJ-early materi-al--

ized. Problems in the research strategies employed have

been cited as possible explanations here and by Gambte o9?2),

who goes on to conclude that "...many more studies wil-l- be

needed in all- areas before empirical generalizations regarding

this instrument's validity can be offered with any confid.ence "

(p. 191). It appears likely that an increase in the sophis-

tication or appropriateness of methodology and analytic
techniques must accompany the increase in the numbers of

studies if a real-isti-c gain in understanding is to fol-l-ow.

At a specific l-evel-, the statistical- problerns with power

and significance and the potential redundancy or irrelevance

which could be by-products of the al-l-incl-usive set of HIT

variables are concerns which must be met at the l-evel- of

methodol-og-y as wel-l as interpretively. OptimalJ-y the new

or modified methods of anaÌysis will- differ not onJ-y toward

greater statistical power but in relevance to the special

considerations of projective research and the HIT as wel-l-.

It is in fact the intention of the present investigation to

explore the application of a statistical procedure new to

projective research which wil-l speak to such needs to method-

ological advancement.

Thus it appears that in spite of the psychometri-c

10
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A new approach. Mul-tidimensional- scal-ing (MDS) is ar\

analytic procedure initially though not exclusively asso-

ciated with psychophysics, and sporadically employed in most

areas of psychological research. It has not received atten-
tion i-n research with inkblot perception, which may be

attributabfe largely to unfarníl-iarity with the technique,

and at least partly to some practical limitations which in
some contexts restrict its suitability. Recent developments

in both the air.ea of projectives and the MDS methodology,

however, have obl-iviated the restrictive limitations, and

it is contended that an appJ-ication of MDS in projective

research is subsequently not only feasible but potential-fy

of crucial benefit. The rational-e for this contention can

best be presented within the context of an elaboration of

the iVES procedure and theory. A detailed summary of the

fundamental MDS theory rel-evant to its present applications
is presented in Appendix A, and thus treatment of the theory

wilt be superficial in the present text.
In brief , multi-dimensional scaling is a method of

recovering dimensions of variation among a set of stimul-us

objects. By considering interpoint proximities--such as

similarity, correlation, or physical- distance--MDS can

determine the number of dimensions needed to approximately

reconstruct a multidimensional- space formed by the set of

interpoint distances from dimensionaf loadings. The degree

of correspondence of interpoint distances in this recon-

structed space to the original di-stances constitutes the
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"goodness of fit", often referred. to as stress. The gain

sought is a reduction in the amount of data by constructing

a stimulus space with as few dimensions as possible, âs

l-ittle redundancy as possibì-e, and as much accuracy as

possible. Perhaps the foremost advantage J-ies in the un-

obtrusiveness of the procedure, as a-l-l- inf ormation about

the dimensions of variation among a set of objects is
recovered simply from judgements or measurement of the

similarity or distance between pairs of the objects.

MDS has been employed in psychological research in
various areas other than projecti-ve tests. A study by

Neufel-d (1976) serves as a suitabl-e example where, in part,

normal-s and schizophrenics judged the simil-arity among words

in two sets of 12. For a group of "personality" words such

as "weak", "courageous", "nervous" and "serene'r, a MDS

analysis recovered two di-mensions along which the words were

discriminated. The label "Weak-Strong" was attached to one

dimension, and "Excitability" to the other. Figure I portrays

the stimul-us words in this 2 dimensional space, and i-nspec-

tion reveals how the Weak-Strong and Excitability character-

istics of each word are represented. in the two dimensional

arrangement. Tn a similar fashion, dimensional- structures

were recovered from proximity judgements on a" group of

"affective" words, and on a set of systematically varying

geometric objects. Neufel-d went on to explore differences

in these perceptual maps among schizophrenic subgroups and

normal subjects, which suggests the utility of MDS in explor-

ation of individual- perception processes
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MDS and the IIIT. The appropriateness of projective

stimufi for a MDS analysi-s is evident at least with regard.

to recovering information from subjects about the physical

characteristics of the bl-ots. since the stimuÌus properties

of inkbl-ots are quite complex, it seems reasonabl_e to expect

that sevei:al- dimensions woul-d minimall-y be involved, and

thus the dimension to stimuli rati-o woul-d preclude an effec-
tive analysis of the ten Rorschach blots al-one, where no

more than two dimensions coul-d be reasonably considered. The

llJ Utots of the HIT, however, provides considerabl-e l-atitude
in vafid dimensionality, to the extent that l-abel-ling would

more likely be the limiting factor i-n interpretation.
The total number of proximity measures necessary to com-

plete a half matrix, amounting to 990 comparisons, has unti-l
recently been a limiting factor given the tedium of the task

of making such a large number of judgements, for both the

subject and experimenter. A metric program, INTERSCAL, is
now avail-abl-e, however (Cfiff , 1g?7) , which recovers com-

parisons of dissimilarity via an interactive procedure such

that substantially fewer judgements are necessary. The

actual magnitude of reduction varies across subjects with
measurement error and dimensionality, but with 4J stimuli
the proportion of all 99O comparisons which would like1y be

needed shoul-d be roughly 25% to 50%, Operating from the

assertion that there is considerabl-e redundancy of informa-

tion when the number of dimensions is much small-er than the

number of stimul-i, the reduction is accomplished by continually
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identifyíng stimulus objects which are outliers on the

recovered dimensions, and efiminating new comparisons which

can be predicted from the di-stances to outl-iers in the known

di-mensional-ity (Young and Cl-iff , Ig?2) .

At a methodologica-l- l-evel- it seems cl-ear that MDS is
a suitable technique for analysis of the HIT, given the

interactive program for recovery of data. Returning to

earl-ier issues in the present work, the more important ques-

tion of relevance must al-so be dealt with. Contributing to

an already massi-ve body of projectives research would not

seem justifiable unless the outcome can be expected to address

specific needs and concerns of projective assessment. It
is to be presently contended that the resul-ts of a MDS analysis

of the HIT can potentially provide informative and heurj-s-

tically valuable data in five general areas, which wil-l- be

discussed in turn

Description. A minimal- expectation of the present'

endeavor is the provision of a special unobtrusive, mul-ti

variate form of descripti-ve data. From judgements of simi-
larity al-one, pilot data suggests that an interpretable order

of dimensional structure can account for substantial common-

ality of variation among stimul-us objects as complex as HIT

inkbl-ots. Prel-iminary analyses in þ dimensions suggested

that an even higher dimensionality coul-d continue to sub-

stantially improve the goodness of fit. Verifi-cation of

these assertions alone is a major goal of the present investi-
gation, âs it is a necessary precursor to any research or
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interpretation which mlght apply MDS in a similar fashi-on.

Recovery of a dimensional structure for a given subject will-
be fol-lowed by identification of the dimensions, wì-th the

aid of techniques such as determini-ng correspondence of

dimension l-oadings to external 1y determined physical- or

subjective characteristics of the bl-ots.

IndiViduaf differe4ces. Special- considerations of the

domains of individual- differences in dimensional structure

are possible primarily through the use of INDSCAL, an analysis
procedure developed by CarrolJ. and Chang (19?O). The individ-
ual- difference model proscribed will determine the satience

of each of the dimensions in an overall- configuration for
each subject's dimensional- configuration. Since the sal-iences

can range from zeto to one, the model will consider even

uni-que dimensions, which appear in only one subject's con-

figuration. Recalling that one concern with projectives is
that they tap a vast source of general information about

personality and consequently are il-I suited to psychometric

criteria, the quantification and el-aborative delineation of

dimensions of individual- differences possible with INDSCAL

holds promise of clarifying how much and what type of

consistency can be expected in the framework of inkbfot
perception. Furthermore, the INDSCAL procedure al-l-ows com-

parisons of dimensional differences in perception attribut-
able to subject vari-ables. For example, sex differences or

ratings on psychological scales such as neuroticism could be

considered in a fully multivariate framework by comparison of

overall differences in group configurations.
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Cl-arificatiop of HIT yariables. Several potential

outcomes of the MDS would address validation and clarifica-

tion of the mul-tivariate aspects of the HIT. Given that the

di-mensionat configuration of stimulus varj-ation is obtained

unobtrusively from only judgements of dissimilarity, an

attempt to conceptually identify the recovered dimensi ons by

their correspondence to the variables derived from the HIT

shoul-d reveal- the extent to which systematic variation

which is actuatly percei-ved" by subjects is tapped by the 22

cl-inically derived HIT variables.

A lack of correspondence between HIT variables and the

recovered configuration may place interpretations of the HIT

in a new context. The 22 HIT variabl-es have been factor

analyzed, and found to consist reliably of six factors

(Holtzman, 1968), accounting for 26%, I7%, 27%, LM and 9%,

respectively, of the variati-on in a coll-ege student sample.

Accounting for a cumulative val-ue of 93% of the HIT variance,

these factors are essentially dimensions of common variance

among the 22 variabl.es. It seems reasonable theref ore to

expect some correspondence between the Ìoadings on factor

scores and loadings on MDS dimensions if indeed the varia=

tion classified in the HIT variables substantial-ly represents

variation perceived by the subjects. Single HTT variables

may al-so correl-ate highly with specific MDS dimensions,

although it is difficult to predict a priori which if any

wil-l- do so. Variabl-es or factors which do not correspond

to the MDS dimensional- structure either represent unique,
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meaningful variance, or insignificant error variance, or

both. To the extent that the MDS configuration accounts for

a large amount of the total- variation perceived, the lack of

correspondence of a factor or variable wil-l more heavily

support suspicion of iruel-evance. Varíables or factors

falJ-ing into this category wil-l thus be isol-ated for special

considerati-on, either as candidates for skepticism or for

specifi-c examination of validity. A related possibility is

that dimensions which do not correspond to HIT variable

structures may suggest the development of new variabl-es which

would capture such consistent information currently unrecover-

abl-e.

Proiection versus perception. Many of the HIT variables

rel-ate directly to physical properties of the bl-ots--such as

symmetry, color or shading--and consequently if physical

properties of the bfots are considered in the dissimilarity
judgements, it woul-d be expected that corresponding dimensions

would be recovered from the data which may be identified by

high correspondence to one or more HIT variabl-es. SimilarÌy,
content oriented responses reflected in the more projective

HIT variabl-es such as hostility and anxiety may al-so be found

to correspond with dimensions of configuration. If the

distinction is made between refl-ection of perceived physical

blot properties in the responses and the reports of properties

such as anxiety which are more proiective (as they are not

objectively defined by the bfot) ttren dimensional- structures

recovered from the proximity judgements may consequently
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discriminate and metrically quantify the el-ements and extent

of actual projection accompanying inkbfot percepti-on.

Redundancy of inkblots. Given an accurate representa-

tion of dimensional- structure from the MDS anaÌysj-s, blots
which are l-oaded near-identically on al-l- dimensions may be

effectively redundant sources of data. Should multipJ-e

spacial l-ocation of bfots occur, redundant bl-ots coul-d be

el-iminated for the purpose of suggesting an empirically
derived short-form of the HIT with minimal- l-oss of informa-

tion. Given the criticism the HIT has received. for its
lengthy administration and scoring procedures (Fehr, 19?6) ,

a maximally productive shortened form could make the HIT a
more attractive and manageable method of assessment

The above categories of information encompass the major

anticipated areas to be addressed by the present analysis,

although additional findings are expected to materiali-ze in
the multi-stage analysis phase. Moreover, the relevance of

the present resul-ts wilt J-ike1y extend into considerations

for projection theory and assessment as wel-1 as providing

several foundations for innovative subsequent research.



Method

subiects. subjects were J! volunteers from introd.uctory
psychology courses who earned extra credit for their partici-
pation. Total participation consisted of up to þ hours, one

hour of which was a group sessien, three hours being in
individual sessions. Subjects having participated in pre-

vious investigations with the Experimenter were not all-owed

to participate, but no other restrictions were imposed. Of

the 39 subjects, 29 were female. The average age for all_ :

subjects was 19.3.

Procedure, The collection of data was accompli-shed in
two parts--the proximity jud.gements and the group Holtzman

administration, For the first ZL subjects (referred to as

the PRE group), the proximity judgement task preceeded the

standard group administration, with the order reversed for
the remaining subjects (referrred to as the POST group). The

judgements of proximity were obtained in individual sessions

of up to three hours i-n length, the exact length of the

session being determi-ned by the subjects' rate of responding

and total number of responses given. The standard group

administrations were given in one of three session times,

which lasted fo minutes. The present Experimenter conducted.

20 of the individual sessions, with a second Experimenter

conducting the remaining 19

The proximity ,ìudgement task. Subjects were introduced

to the task by a series of instructions, which are outl-ined

in Appendix B. Fol-lowing a brief statement that the session's

20
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task would be "comparing pictures of inkb]ots in terms of
their similarity", al-l inkblots were held up one at a time

in turn for approximately 3 seconds. As mentioned to the

subject, the purpose for the preliminary exposure was to
acquaint the subject with the ful-l range of variation among

the blots. The order of presentation of bl-ots in the prelim-
inary exposure and for the initial presentation in the prox-
imity judgements to foll-ow was randomized. The random sequence

numbers for each blot together with the correspond.ing Hrr
identifying numbers are given in Appendix C.

rn phrasing similar to instructions given in a standard

Hol-tzman administration, subjects were asked to compare the

similarity of the inkblot pairs which would be presented

according to "...what they l-ook l-ike, remind you of , or

could be", and come up with a number from l- to 9 which best

represents their judgement of the overal-l dissimilarity, with
Ç being the greatest dissimilarity. pilot datá had suggested

that emphasis was needed. on the use of the dissimil-arity
scale, and on maintaining attention to the task to maintain
reJ-iability. Thus, extra expranation was given to establ-ish
that the full- scal-e of l- to 9 shoufd be used to represent
the degrees of difference present, such that a 1 or ! would

represent the extremes among the 45 bl-ots but not require
that any pair be completel-v simil-ar or different. rt was

further suggested that al1 points of the scale be util-ized
as fully as possible. A smal-l sign in front of the subject
served as a reminder of the sca-l-e direction and. range
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Persistance at the task was solicited by request and explana-

tion of its importance, and at least two 3 to J minute breaks

were taken at equal- interval-s in the comparison task. Sub-,

jects were also made aware that the computer served to reduce

the total number of comparisons necessary, and that the final
number woul-d be influenced by their accuracy.

The experimenter was seated at an interactive computer

terminaf- located in a research room otherwise containing

onJ.y office furniture. Subjects were.seated in a chair facing

the experimenter. The inkbl-ots were arranged i-n a collaps-

abl-e file located on a chair between the experimenter and

subjgct. Pairs of inkbl-ots were removed and held verti-caIly
on top of the fil-e adjacent to each other. Responses were

given verbally and recorded by the experimenter by entering

the response into the interactive INTERSCAL program, which

stored the information and used it to progressively identify
the essenti-al- judgements of proximity needed, and some more

redundant judgements in proportion to the estimate of dimen-

si-onal- configurati-on inaccuracy.

The bl-ots were identified in the interactive program

by their random identification number, and consequently

their order of first appearance was the same for all subjects.

The complete sets of judgements for each subject were expected

to differ, however, according to the stimuli which are iden-

tified as di-mensional- outl-i-ers by the INTERSCAL program.

The particular subsequent pairs to be judged were identified
and printed out on the terminal typically within one second
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after the current jud.gement was relayed, Thus, the total-
time for one response was approximately J seconcls longer than
just the exposure time requi-red by a subject to formulate à

judgement,

The first comparison made was an unrecorded trial
judgement compaiing the HIT practice bl-ots X and y. If
a l- or ! response was given, a final- reminder was given

that the intention was to use the full dissimilarity scal_e

d.uring the course of the task. Dispersed pseudo-randomly

throughout the set of judgements to fol-low were 2J repri-
cated judgements (roughly LO/" of the minimum number of
essential- proximities) selected and requested by the INTERSCAL

prograrn as a reli-ability check. large discrepancies caused

a message to be printed--which was read to the subject--
warning that the judgement differed from a previous compari-

son and requesting a second try and further effort at con-

sistency

The standard group administration. The HIT was admin-

istered in its traditionaj- form according to the standard

procedures for group administratlon descri_bed by swartz and

Holtzman (I9Ø). Official cof or sf ide versions of the

Hol-tzman blots were projected onto a screen in the standard

order of presentation. The exposure time varied from l2o
seconds initially to ?5 seconds for a-l-l- blots beyond number

9 (see Appendix D ), subjects were instructed to use their
imagination, and write down the first thing the blot reminded

them of (see Appendix E for the complete group administration
instructions) .
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Several of the instructions given are unique to the

group form of administration, as outl-ined by Swartz and

Hol-tzman (l 96Ð. Subjects were specificalJ.y asked and

reminded to incl-ude in their responses ',. . . the particular
characteristics or qualities of the inkblot which are

important in determining the response--i.e., what about

the blot made it look that way?" When the first two trial_
bl-ots were projected on the screen, example "common" responses

were given, such as "a bat becâuse of the form,,, or',a pool

of oil, using color and shading". Responding also included

circling the part of the bl-ot used in the response on a

sketch of the blot in the answer sheets. Further reminders

to give as complete answers as possible, to i-ncl-ude the

important determinants, and to circle the appropriate areas

on the answer sheet bl-ots were given in a standard reinforce-
ment schedul-e (see Appendix F).

Experiment concfusi-on. At the end the l-atter session

for each subject, a post-experi-ment questionnaire was com;

pleted which deaf-t with basic demographic data, perceptions

of the task, and comments about the information used in the

proximity judgements and the experiment in general (see

Appendix G), For 2I of the subjects, this was completed at
the end of the group administration, and for the remaining

subjects it foflowed the individual- session.

After the questionnaire was completed in each case,

subjects were debriefed with further i-nformation about the

experimenter's intents (see Appendix H). It was explained
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that the bfots comprised the Holtzman rnkbr-ot Technique, a

general personarity test which was commonly used in a manner

simil-ar to the group administration. Murtidimensional-

scaling was arso briefly discussed, and,it was explained
that the focus was on connections between the kind of material_

gotten from the standard administration and the data from

the multidimensional anal-ysis of the similarity judgements.

Attention was brought to a voluntary foÌlow-up debriefing
where the Hrr and MDS would be described and related in more

detail- for those interested.

Re sul-ts

collection of proximitieq. The length of the individual_

sessions ranged from LfO minutes to a ful-l three hours, with
the average time being approximately 2| hours. The TNTERSOAL

program required 11 cycres for 25 of the subjects, and from
B to 10 cycres for the remaining subjects. As shown in Table

l-, there was considerable variability among subjects in the

number of basis stimul-i identified, the number of cycles
employed, and the totar number of judgements col_l_ected. con-

sidering the 990 possible comparisons, the average reduction
in distances collected of 50% speaks wel-l for the program's

facil-ity in reducing the number of essential- distances.
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Subjects apparently found the blots more di-ssimilar

than simil-ar in general, as the average'proximity of 6,87

(see Table 1) was wel-l above the midpoint of the scale.

Typically less than the ful-l- scal-e range was relied upon

(the score of 1 was given rather infrequentl-y) making the

scale effectively B points in range f,or most subjects, with

scores beyond B points in range occurring less than 5% of

the time. Based on the 2J replicated judgements for each

subject, reliability ranged from poor to very good (see

Table f), with a median va-l-ue of 0,6?2,

The proximity data from the INTERSCAT, program was in

the form of 45 bV 45 symmetrical matrices, with zeros in

the diagonals and zeros entered for all missing d.ata

Vrlhereas matrices with missing data were not suitable for

entry into metric MDS progralns which were intended for l-ater

use, the next step of the analysis was a series of procedures

aimed at replacing the missing data with estimated distances

recovered from a MDS anal-ysis of the avail-abl-e data with a

nonmetric MDS prograrn capable of handfing large amounts of

missing data. The completed matrices woul-d then be suitable

to analysis by either metric or nonmetric programs.

Repl-acement of missing distances. A flexible nonmetric

MDS program, KYST (Kruskal-, Young and Seery, fg?z), was

employed to recover an initial dimensional- configuration for

each subject based on the incomplete distance matrix. To

ensure the best estimate of the missing val-ues as derived

from the infor.mation avail-abl-e in the coll-ected judgements,



all configurations were solved for in 6 dimensi-ons, the

maximum dimenstionality of the KYST prograln.

The KYST program provides measures of "stress", wn-i-ch

correspond to the goodness of fit of the recovered dimensional

solution to the original data values. The stress formul-a

requested in the program options was the variance-l-ike

expression:

where M is an index of all- interpoint distances, MM equal_s

g9O in this case, DIST(M) is the observed. interpoint distance,

DHAT (M) is the i-nterpoint distance estimated in the monotonic

regression of the program, and do is the ari-thmetic average

of the DIST val ¡¡ss.

JU-\ (nrsr (u) - DHAT (M) )

It should be noted that this formula was chosen as it
producéd fewer difficulties in the process of minimizing

2B

stress to arrive at a final- configuration. With either formula,

the program dealt at some points with extremely small denom-

inators representing the gradient of change, which were

effectively considered ás divisions by zero in the computer

system employed. The stress values in the second formula

are somewhat higher than the corresponding val-ues in the

al-ternative formul-a, which differs only in the use of a zero

for the value of do in the expression above. The correspond-

ence between the two indices of stress is very close at l_ow
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stress values, but form 2 becomes progressively conservative

at higher values. This distinctj-on shoul-d make onfy negll-
gible differences in the nature of the configuration arri-ved

at by minimizing either stress index, but may. be important

in interpreting the goodness of fit of. dimensional- solutions.

The six dimensional- sol-utions for each subject ranged

in goodness of fit from stress values of 0.004 to 0.235,

with a median val-ue of 0.106. Taken as figurative indices

of the amount of unexplained variance in the di-mensional

solution, the typical stress values were encouragirg, with

some configurations fitting the observed interpoint distances

extremely weIl. The stress values from the KYST sol-ution

were found to be only lowly correlated with the INTERSCAL

reliabil-ity index (t = ,I99, P = .1f) ' suggesting that the

accuracy of fit of the dimensional- sol-ution was not notably

influenced by the consistency in repeated judgements of

proximity.

The KYST program also provides the normal-ized loadings

of each stimulus point on each dimensi-on. This information

can be directly used to find all estimated interpoint

distances in the recovered dimensional- space. For any two

points--or blots in this case--the distance between them in

the six dimensional space equaÌs the square root of the sum

of squared differences in Ìoadings on each dimension. In

equation form, the interpoint distance in general is equal to

(r¡ )2
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where L and L' are the loadings on dimension I for point 1

and point 2 respectively, with the number of dimensions

employed equaling D,. or 6 in the present case.

A FORTRAN program was composed which recovered the

interpoint distances for al-l originally missing distances

using the above formul-a. However, since the KYST configura-

tion was normalized, the scal-e of measurement of the recovered

distances was different from the original l- to 9 scal-e.

Usually such standardi-zed distances woul-d be converted to

the raw scale by simply multiplying the standard distances

by the ratio of the raw scal-e standard deviation to the

standard deviation of the normalized scale. rn the present

case this procedure is questionable, however, as the variance

of al-I scores in the raw scale is unavailable, and must

instead by estimated by the l+f% of distances originally
present in the raw scal-e. If the 4L% of data present were

an unbiased sample of al-l 990 values, it coul-d be argued

that the variance of the present val-ues woul-d be an unbi-ased

estimator of the variance of all- 99O values if they were

accessible. But again in the present case, the selection
of essential- distances to be col-lected was accomplished. by

the TNTERSCAL procedure, which sel-ected the val-ues to be

solicited from subjects on the basis of providing the most

critlcal i-nformation for locating the points in a dimensional

structure. This woul-d not seem to be equivalent to a random

sampling procedure. rn fact, since most judgements solicited
include a stimulus point from the basi-s set of outliers, it
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might be expected that the variance of coll-ected judgements

overestimates the hypothetical variance for all 99O proxi-
mities.

An alternative procedure was developed which replaced

missing data wittr a raw scale val-ue which most accurately
represented each subject's corresponding value in the stand-

ardized scal-e. A fortran program was wri-tten to replace

missing values in the upperhalf matrix in the above manner

(to be referred to as "representative replacement"), replace

values in the lowerhal-f matrix with distances estimated by

the "ratío of standard deviati,ons" method (for use in an

empirical check on comparability of the two procedures), and

provi-de a listing of all estimated distances and various

descriptive informatj-on (see Append.ix I for the compJ-ete

prograrn listing) .

The representative replacement method invofves several

phases of analysis which wil-l- be described bel-ow¡

(1) All- estimated interpolnt distances are calcul-ated

on the basis of a configuration of loadings on six dimensions.

(2) For each raw scale val-ue (e.g., I through p) , the

estimated distances corresponding to each observed, originally
solicited distance of that magnitude are averaged. Thus,

the first step woul-d be to average all estimated distances

corresponding to observati-ons of val-ue l- in the incomplete

data half matrix, The l-ist of most typical estimated dis-
tances for each r:aw scale val-ue are listed. in the printed
output.
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(3) Since some raw scale val-ues ar.e used very rarely
by some subjects, it is possible for the values of the

typical distances for such infrequently used raw scale values

to be out of order. That is, the rank order of tlLe typical
distances ma¡r not correspond to the I to ! raw scale values.

rnspection of the values for several- subjects indicated that
this was occasionally the case, usually involving the most

extreme raw scal-e values, which were used least frequently.
The program therefore checks the rank order of the averaged

estimated distances, and substitutes a value of 99.0 for
averages which are out of order, whi-ch effectively eliminates

that value from use in the data replacement process. lrlhen

the ascending rank is found to be incorrect, the program

compares the first averaged distance encountered which is
out of order and the immediately preceed.ing averagêd distance.

The val-ue which is based on a larger number of observations

is then kept, and the other val-ue is assi-gned a new value of

99,0. Tn the case of ties in the number of constituting
observations, the less extreme val-ue is kept

(4) Each estimated distance which corresponds to a

missing varue in the originar incompÌete dÍstance matrix is
then assigned a raw scal-e value most representative of the

subjects' standardized scale. The averaged estimated dis-
tance cl-osest to the given estimate to be converted is taken

as most representative, and the rank of the cl-osest averaged

distance is substituted in the raw scal-e d.istance matrix for
the corresponding missing value, In the case of ties,
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(a) the averaged di-stance based on the largest number of
observations, or secondarily, (b) the less extreme rank is
favored

An empirical check was run on the comparability of the

two methods described for replacing missing vaÌues. A third
method was al-so compared which simply replaced missing

values with the arithmetic average of all reported distances,

as it was considered to be a very conservatíve procedur

which woul-d contribute no 'systematic bias toward the dimen-

sional solution to be recovered. The major criteria of
comparison were (a) the comparability of stress values for
a nonmetric KYST sol-ution based on the compteted matrix to
that of the originaÌ incomplete matrix, and (b) the corres-
pondence of dimensionaf loadings. The latter was eval-uated

by correlating the dimensíonal- loadings of the blots from

one solution with the loadings in each other solution, for
al-l 4 distance matrices compared. six-dimensi-on nonmetric

KYST solutions vrere used for al-l comparisons, based on the

proximity judgements of the first subject only.

As shown in Table 2, the results of the comparison

suggest that the mean replacement approach results in very

poor fit, and l-ow comespond.ence to the original dimensional

structure. Both the standard deviation ratio and the repre-
sentative replacement produced high correspondence of
loadings to the original configuration. The representative
repracement clearJ-y resulted in the closest approxi-mation to

to the original goodness of fit, which adds empi-ricar support
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to the decision to replace

all subjects.

Total troup confizuration. The TNDSCAT procedure which

is to be used to recover individual- difference information
normally requires only the input of the distance matrices to
be compared, and wil-l- proceed to arrive at an overal-l- con-

figuration as wel-l as sali-ences or weights on each dimension

for each subject. However, with the present number of

stimulus objects, only B subjects can be processed at one

time within the limitations of the prograrn. separate runs

for groups of B ôr l-ess in the above fashion would resur-t

in subject sali-ences which were i-ndependently normal-ized in
subgroups and. thus the sal-iences would not be strictly
comparable, nor coul-d they be used to construct a single
map of the subject space for all- 39 subjects

Analternative approach was thus employed, which simply

submits a single starting configuration to all- rNDScAl runs,

from which comparable subject saliences can be sol-ved for.
The most suitable starting configuration would therefore,
be one deri-ved from a matrix of interpoint distances averaged

across all subjects. Each unique entry in the matrix would

be the arithmetic average of that entry for all- 39 subjects,

and thus the proximity data for all subjects woul-d be

represented, in equa-l proportion, in the averaged distance

matrix.

The latter approach was employed, and a distance matrix
of averaged interpoint distances (referred to as the TOTAL

missing data by that method for
35
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matrix) was constnrcted with a FORTRAN program. In the next

step of obtaining a MDS configuration from the TOTAL matrix,

another issue was considered. Up to this point the nonmetric

KYST scaling had been used, but INDSCAL on the other hand

is based. on metric procedures. Given no cl-ear indication
of whether a metric or nonmetric solution was call-ed for,
both anal-yses were run in the KYST program for 6 through 1

dimensions.

The sol-utions derived nonmetrically cJ-early resulted in
superior fit at atl dimensional-ities. The metric solution

at l- dimension produced a stress of ,?O2, and even at the

highest di-mensionality of 6 the metric-based stress of ,jlj
exceeded the highest stress (.095 tor a 1 dimensionaj- sotution)
obtained from the nonmetric analysis. For both anal-yses

the intercorrefations betweendimensions were all- .01- or l-ess.

A plot of stress by dimensionali-ty for the nonmetric analysis
(see Figure 2) reveal-ed a basicall-y linear decrease in stress

through 6 dimensions, with the best fit reaching a stress

of .044 in six di.nur,"ions. The clear superiority of fit
yeilded by nonmetric scaling lead to a decision to use a

nonmetric solutlon as the starting configuration for INDSCAL

runs. Since no clear bend in the curve in Figure 2--signi-
fying a point of d.iminishing gain in higher dimensionality--
was evidenced, the highest di-mensional solution was used

as the starting configuration.

Before subject configurations were submitted to INDSCAI,

for comparison to the TOTAL configuration, a check was made
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for PRE and POST group differences. ïf, in fact, PRE-POST

differences existed such that di-mensi-onal- sol-utions derived

fron PRE or POST group averaged distance matrices differed
notably from the TOTAL group configuration, it might be

necessary to use separate starting configurations for PRE

and POST subject INDSCAL analyses, in spite of the restric-
tions it would place on general-izability.

PRE-POST configurational differences were assessed by

submitting the two PRE and POST averaged distance matrices

as two "subjects" i-n an INDSCAT, analysis using the T0TAI

group configuration as the starting configuration. Differences

in configuration between the two groups woul-d then be evidenced

in discrepancies between the two sets of dimension saliences

sol-ved for. The normalized saliences produced in such an

INDSCAI analysis in 6 dimensions (see Table , were quite

simil-ar, with no pair of saliences differing by more than

2L%. The actual distance between the PRE and POST points

in the 6 dimensional- space was .069 units in the norma-l-ized

scal-e. This interpoint distance compares in magnitude to

the heaviest salience as a ratio of 1:'lO, and is roughly

hal-f the magnitude of the smallest sal-ience. Thus it

appears that the overa'l 1 configurations for the PRE and POST

groups differ little in the scale deal-t with. There are

some differences at the level- of specific dimensions, most

notably an apparent trend toward lower dimensionality in the

post group. The loading patterns are, however, insufficiently
different to warrant separate PRE-POST analysis of individual
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differences, since the small group fluctuations will be

evidenced at the individual salience leve1 and thus can be

dealt with after comparison to the TOTAL group configuration.
The loadings for each bfot in the 6 dimensíonal- configuration
which wil-l be used as the initial configuration are presented.

in Table 4,

Since the analysis of individual- differences stems

directly from sol-uti-ons derived from the TOTAL group start-
ing configuration, the next phase of investigation is to

search for subjective meaning in the TOTAL configuration of

bl-ots. The process of label-l-ing dimensions is likely to

involve the remaining data col-lected in the group administra-

tion of the HIT, and therefore the characteristics of that
data wil-l next be attended to.

Th-e HIT group d.ata. The responses to al-l l+5 bl-ots were

scored manually by the present experimenter, for the 20 HIT

variables typicalÌy scored in group administrations (Swartz

and Holtzmar\, fglf). A random number was assigned to each

response bookl-et to replace al-l identifying information, and

scoring was done in the order of the random numbers, making

the scorer blind. to any characteristics identifying the

protocols at the time of scoring. The scores for each blot
on each variable were recorded individually to facilitate
later analysis (see Appendix J for random subject I.D.'s).

A second experi-menter al-so rated 4 QO%) of the subject

response profiles as an inter-rater reliabitity check.

Rel-iabili-ty was calculated for each vari-abl-e using the Pearson
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-'37r

,034

-.051

.1BB

.47 5

-,o22

.087

_.oZZ

.789

-.3L9

.f 30

.329

-.257

.225

- .278

.308

-.046

,:-z9

. or4

-.362

-.62j
-.103

.36r

6

-"311

.038

-. 308

-.111

.083

-.266

.008

_. z9o

,237

'54e

-.009

-. l48

- .220

-. oBo

,2L0

-.169
_. OBþ

.o39

. ogL+

-.087

-.072

. zoI+
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24

25

26

27

2B

2Q

30

3I

32

33

34

35

36

37

3B

39

4o

4t

4z

4l

44

1+5
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-,33r
t,368
_.623

-.482

-.529

-,II7
.l-08

t.662

- .4tz
.041

2.078

-.505

-.62e

-.110

-.r52

-,027

-.555

-.5r0

'07z
_.27L

r.?oz

-.310

. roþ

,zB7

- .36?

.309

.079

_ . zL+3

.B2B

-,T87

,17B

.r53

-.5r7
.264

-,095

.356

-.065

- .332

-.t62
. or4

.L32

-.414
.802

"o 5z

.535

-"5LI

Dimensi-on

,593

.29L

- ,208

.39r
_.r79

- .49o

.jjz

.508

.30?

.022

-. r6o

- .363

.263

.57r

.290

.329

-.158

,l+? 4

-. rþr
-.198

-.t27
-.17+

- .6zB

,254

-.069

.0+5

.283

,0l-7

.2l-5

- .207

.325

.078

-.441

-.13f

'3t+3

.303

.fo 9

-.070

-.103

.L76

-.203

.34r

-.6o4

. or4

-. +oI

-.r50

4z

-,t26
_.081

-.118

.o9z

.o6r

.L99

.oZB

-,225

- .465

-.L55

-.r93
-'r7o

-.0 90

.It.53

-. zB4

-.r37

-,570

-.083

.265

-. oo6

.00 5

.397

.277

.49o

-'f 9r

.338

- ,286

.101_

- 1e(

-.264

.5?3

-.l-46

.087

- .258

.289

-.008

. r-06

. o6r

-,LT5

- ,355

-,209

-,027

.096

-.f05
.2I9

.416

OF M;.:,NITOBA

lrannat',Î"4Á
"è¿=\=r#"
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Product-Moment Coefficíent, based on each blot's scores rather
than total scores per subject. Thus the reliability co-

efficient for each variabfe was based on agreement in IBO

observations (45 blots x þ subjects). The reliability co-

efficients for all 20 varlabl-es are presented in Table 5.

Rel-iabilities varied from .70 for Integration to l.OO for
Rejection, Sex, and Abstract, with a median val-ue of ,90,

Since norms are avail-able for HïT total scores, the

comparability of the present distribution of scores to

standardization populations is feasibl-e. Table 6 compares

the present means for each variable to the average scores

for colJ.ege students given in the HIT manual-. For each

variable, the number of subjects who obtained a total score

above the 90th percentiÌ.e and the number who scored befow

the l-Oth percentile are al-so given.

Table 6 indicates that most scores fell- in a range

close to that of the standardization group. If the standard

error of measurement for the sample is used to assess the

extent of deviation of variable means, only the means for
FD, C, Sh, I, A, B, PN, and P differ from the standardiza-

tion means (taken as population parameters) by an extent

l-ikely to occur less tlnan I% of the time by chance. The

trend of differences is toward lower scores in the present

sample except for FD and A, which were higher. In each of

the B i-nstances of noteworthy deviation, the number of

observations in the IO/" upper or lower extremes is shifted
from the expected symmetry in the same direction as the



HfT Variable

Table 5

Inter-rater Reliability

Re j e ction

location

Space

Form Definiteness

Form Appropriateness

Color

Shading

Movement

Pathognomr-c
Verbali zation
fntegration

Human

Animal-

Anatomy

Sex

Abstract

Anxiety

Hostility

Barrier
Penetration

Popular

Abbreviation

R

L

FD

FA

C

Sh

M

PV

I

H

tr

At

òiç

Ab

Ax

Hs

Br

Pn

P

Inter-rater
Reliability

+t+

1_ .00

. B¿I

tf

.90

.75

.80

,82

,91+

'7t
.7o

,98

,90

.91-

1 .00

1 .00

.85

.s5

.85

,83

.96

+Not scored by at l-east one rater.



HIT Standardi-
Variable zation Mean

HTT Descriptive Statistics Compari-sona

R,

L

FD

FA

C

Sh

M

PV

I

H

A

At

Sx

Ab

Ax

Hs

Br

Pn

P

Table 6

.BB

n.68
/O.)o

Bo ,39

44.o4

23.80

7? .63

4z.ot

6 .26

11.oB

26.oo

23,OO

3,28

'37

r.92

72, LB

n,o6
B. B6

6.16

tt "03

Persent
Mean

No. Below No. Above:jïano.arct m.ñ";ï;i1"; _ renth. - ^Nintrçll-Hercenlr_le -ye rcentl-le

t,B5

25.46

.90

86.95

42,oo

19 .69

t4.zB

37.74

1,L.L5

6.BZ

29.77

tr) ot

þ. oB

.95

L.7+

rr.92

u,.85

6"?z

4"lg
g ,69

2.+3

1L.26

1.25

14. 83

4.69

B.+6

6. so

L4,45

15 .45

4.zL

g, 50

6. z9

z.7Z

1-.40

6.25

6,43

5 ,63

3.55

2, 5!

2. 57

t+5

1

B

0

7

6

7

6

.¡f

7

0

0

r

if

tf

l+

2

7

5

?

L2

3

77

6

4

2

0'

7

7

0

B

10

1_t

19

2

3

2

7

0

2

aCorparisons are made to the
described in Hof tzman el a-l. ,

+More than L0% scored zero on

college student standardization
L96L 

"

this variable in standardizati-on.
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deviation of the mean. This would suggest that the distri-
buti-ons of scores were not changed dramaticafly but simply

shifted up or down--an i-mportant point given that the major

present interest is discriminating relative performance among

subj ects

From the demo'graphic data coll-ected it was determi-ned

that 1l of the 39 subjects spoke some variation of Chinese

and had spoken Chinese as their first language. It was also

noted during the HIT scoring that somewhat more extreme

ratings seemed to co-occur with apparent difficul-ty wi'th the

English language. Given the above and the extent of deviation
of the present sample's HIT variables, separate descriptive

statistics were run for the group of Chinese first language

subjects (referred to as CH-J-ST) and a group of 22 subjects

who reported English as the first language (referued to as

ENG-IST). The results (see Table ?) indicated that most of

the deviation reflected j-n total group means was indeed contri-
buted by the CH-I-ST group. In the ENG-IST group, onfy Inte-
gration and Animal- remained in the category defined as

significantly different, whil-e in the CH-IST group 6 Aiffer-
ences remained in that category, with the FA mean al-so

proving more deviant. With regard to the standardi-zation

means taken as comparison points, I and A seem to be the

deviations most suggestive of a rel-evant difference either
in the present sample or in scoring, sj-nce the ENG-IST group

is the most representative of the standardization population.

The differences between the two groups are most suitable for



Table 7

HfT's Broken Down by First Language Spoken

HIT
Variable

R

L

c

FD

FA

c

Sh

M

PV

I

H

t1

At

Sx

Ab

Ax

Hs

Br

Pn

P

Standard-
ization
Average

.BB

4.68
.58

Bo .39

44. o4

23 .80

17 .63

4z.ot

6 .26

11.08

26.oo

23.00

3.28

.37

r ,92

12 "18

ß.06
B. 86

6. t6

t1_.03

English First

Mean Std. Dev.

1.. 50

27 .32

.96

86.73

42 ,9r

22.00

15. ta

37 .5e

1,2, +r

7.t9x
29 .67

27 .32,É

4,36

7,27

2, TB

T3,1-B

72.82

8.00

5.27

9.55

2. 09

72,O9

1- .01

L5.72

5 .32

8.92

6.05

1"4,+B

19.5r

4.5t

9 .25

4,7 5

2.40

1_.70

8.05

7 .67

5.7r

3.41

2.3I

2.79

Chinese First

Mean

47

2"77

2r.92

.62

86'92

40 .0Brf

L5.23x

Ir .69x

39 .23

t0 ,23

6 .39o

30 .00

28.1.5

3.93

'5+

L,23

LO .54

10.62

4.39o

2.69x

9.69

Std. Dev.

3. 00

1,0,?4

1.33

73.07

3.69

6.L5

5.99

r5,65

B.zt+

102),.)

r0 .33

7 ,27

3. 52

.78

2. Bg

4,24

6.o4

2. 82

r.70

z,4j

1

Difference is like1y to

by chance.

occur l-ess than once in 100 times



multivariate analyses, but the present ratio of variabl-es

subjects (1 z I.75) woul-d lead to serious question of the

consequential .capitolization on chance. Alternatively,
first language differences wil-l be further exptored at a

l-ater point with the use of a more manageable number of

factor composite scores as wel-l as in analysis of MDS con-

figuration differences .

In the formation of factor composites, the present

number of subjects and variables again prohibited a reason-

able factor anal-ysis of the present data. In order to attempt

areductioninthenumberofvariab]-esincontention,6
factor composite scores were thus derived using weights pro-

vided from the standardization groups, âs given in Holtzman

et â1, I96L.

Arriving at a dimensionality. Several criteria were

considered in the decision of what dimensionality to deal-

with and interpret. Foremost were two major concerns!

(a) the number of dimensi-ons meaningfully i-nterpretabl-e, and

(b) the importance of each dimension to explanations of

subject differences. The latter concern was first deal-t

with by solving for subject sal-ience weights on each dimen-

sion in the INDSCAL program. The first 32 subjects were

run in groups of B, and the last 7 comprised the final- group;

The weights for each subject on all 6 dimensions are pro-

vided in TabÌe B , as well as the correlation of fit for
each subject--the INDSCAL inverse analog to KYST's stress.

þB

to



Corr.
Subject of

Fir

Table B

Subject Dimension Salíences

7

2

)

4

5

6

7

9

10

1,t

12

1,3

1,4

t5

76

I7

1B

lo
Lt/

.47 z

.5to

. 55t+

.508

.6lB

.6zt

.fi6

.253

.398

.4zB

.598

.48l

.55c.

.587

.4ot

.4+6

. )¿)

,47t

.6zt

Subject Dimension Loadings

.303#'

. 40 1rr

.478x

.360x

.5roo

. t+64x.

.389*

.r43

.33rx

. zo4x

.535x

.292x

.+r4#.

.513'É

.342x

.362x

. 140

.354x

,451x

.081

.259x

.189+

' 
lJBx

.247x

.282x

.227x

,07o

'o9z
.127

. 101

.164*

.L7gx

. rgg*

.107

10Otf

.D6

.063

.192x

. r97x

. r7g

.109

.229x

. t77x

.206#'

. LL+?

.082

.082

. r72x

. L57x

,220x

.1BLri

.t3L

.o 56

.o69

.173

.238x

.20 5x

+9

.268x

.080

.030

.135

.702

. L6zx

.20 5x

.07t

.t32

,21.8*

.1"26

,155*

, IJ2*
'.n+

.085

.089

.1,1,4

. oB4

.285

.07 t+

.096

.706

.099

.181_if

.103

.730

.L35

.1J4

. LB3x

. 101

.203x

,7JBX

.o62

.07B

, I02

,1-7ox

.1,22

.rc5

.086

.048

.r37

.757x

.09t

.rc6

.0 57

.093

,o 57

.1,27

. I02

.082

. L56x

.0 57

.127

.068

. 110

.n9

.10B

*Loadings greater than ,1,50 are starred.
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Subject of

Fit

20

27

22

23

24

25

26

27

2B

2g

30

3r

32

33

34

35

36

37

3B

39

Table 8 Continued

.56L

,366

.574

.479

.463

.386

.6o4

,VB

.550

.45r

.4Br

.494

.fi6

.641

,5L3

.5ra

"381

.562

.fi+

.535

Subject Dimension T,oadings

,4l-o+

.202#.

.338x

.297*

'3L4x
,ory'l.. ç/ (

.457x

.29I*

'5ozx

.218*

.357x

.3zrx

.304x

.54)*

.4oB+

.3+3x

.2L6*

.442*

.460x

.468x

.174x

,24rx

.203x

.rg3*

. z6ox

.138

.259x

.r47x

.105

.253*

. lfgx

.r46

.22+*

.222x

.085

.3r3*

.19Zx

.200'r

.163x

.086

,2I2*

.051

.282x

.173x

.OBB

.101

,zt+o*

.100

,l-L5

.196x

.oB6

,203+

'308x
o1 É.*

.zr+x

.I56+

J6Lt'*

.167*

.Lzg

.L96x

.183+

.110

.239x

.193x

.L33

.tlz

.14¿r

.210'tf

.TT2

.lB0r+

.108

.L55x

.1f1x

. OBB

.187x

.f05

.o99

.If Bx

.080

.o96

5o

. l_t-O

,I2T

.lJBx

.l-33

.o7)+

,oB2

.o66

.L62x

.07z

.lt-9

.233x

.2O7x

.109

.079

.070

.099

.110

. LzL

.L02

.07 3

. t-6tn

.07 6

,IT2

.138

,Lzg

.l_1t_

.0Bl_

.07 5

.o93

.079

.045

.r07

.093

.096

.o69

.087

.fl3

.081

.114

.083

*loadings greater than .150 are stamed.
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According to the heavi-er sal-iences which are starred

in Tabl-e B , there is a steady decl-ine in reliance upon

higher dimensions. Dimension I is l-oaded heaviÌy for al-most

all subjects, and the bulk of heavy loading are accounted

for by the first 3 or þ dimensions. Interestingly, the two

subjects (B and t?) who depart most'from this trend al-so

have the l-owest correlations of fit. The cutoff of .150 is

essentially arbitrary, corresponding to 9% of the average

variance explained by the configuration per subject, and

roughJy JO/" of the average variance per subject per dimen-

sion. Considering this cri-terion of loadings which contri-

bute at feast half as much as the typical dimensional-

loading, 3 to 4 dimensions seems to be the area of diminish-

ing gain in higher order. However, 28% of the subjects

l-oad .f5O or more on at least one dimension beyond the

fourth, and 4Ø, use at l-east one dimensiori beyond the third

by these standards. Since the cutoffs are subjective in

nature, it is difficult to make a clear decision about the

highest dimensional necessary to maintain the critical

information.

The. total variance explained is al-so broken down in

Table 9 according to dimensions. Dimension I again proves

to be dramatically dominant, accounting for 56% of all

explained variance. The point of diminishing gain from

higher dimensionality seems to clearly fal-l- at either I or

þ dimensions. With four dimensions, the comfortable figure



Criterion

Tabl-e 9

Subjects' Usage of Dimensions

Subjects ll\lith
"Exceedi-ng" 37 26 n 16 9 3
Salience s
Pef Centage c\ Édl tn¡t / ^,tof alr- 39 95% 67% 59% +1% 23% B%

Subject Saliences Exceeding ,I50

I23t+56

iit$å.13;å33"" 5. 5Bo r.35s 1..1.1,s .BeB .61? .40 5

;ïiåî13Ë"ullt3ll" 56% rI{/" rr% e% 6% v,

Cumul-ative
Percentage 56% ?o% Br% 90% 96% roo%

Dimension

Subject Sal-ience Variance

5z
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of gO% of explained variance is accounted for, although the

gain from 3 to ll dimensions is only 9%.

A third criteri-on is the correlation of fit, which more

directly assesses the ratio of predicted to residual- (unpre-

dicted) variance. Since the cost of running all subjects

through complete l- through 6 dimensional sol-utions is pro-

hibitive, a subgroup--the l-ast 7--of the subjects were chosen

to run through al-l- six dimensional-ities. A plot of dimen-

sionality against the overal-J- squared correl-ation of fit
for the 7 subjects is shown in Figure ). The same figure
also depiets a plot of the squared canoni-cal- correlation
between the six Hol-t zmarr factor scores and the dimensional

loadings on l- through 6 dimensions for al-l subjects. The

plot of the 7-subject squared correlation shows noticabl

changes in slope at only 3 and 4 dimensions, with a slightly
larger change in slope at 4 dimensions. The squared canon-

ical- correl-ation shows a change to nearly zero sJ-ope at 3

di-mensions, and then an upswing in predictability with the

addition of the 6th Oimension.

It seems that the internal- criteri-a of subject loading

patterns, proportions of variance accounted for per dimension,

and the reduction of goodness of fit in l-ower dimensions al-l

point to 3 or 4 dimensions as a point of diminishing gain,

but none of the three clearly distingui-sh between 3 or +,

On the basic of these cri-teria al-one, it might be safest to
err liberally and interpret 4 dimensions. The canonícal-

correlation between factor scores and dimension loadings,



Figure 3. Dimensi-onal
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however, suggests that the fourth dimension provides little
information about the bl-ots which pertains to their more

traditional use. Since the correspondence of MDS information

to more traditional- HIT informati-on is a central- guideline

to the present study, di-mension importance measured by this
external criterion is especially relevant.

A compromi-se was pursued which speaks to both parsimony

and maximum recovery of information. The three dimensi-onal

structure was adopted for purposes of primary interpreta-

ti-on and graphical representation. The higher dimensions

wil-l- be deal-t with at a l-ater point by analyses of distin-
guishing characteristics of subjects who foad heavily on

each, to determine if informati-on valuable in a more clini-
cally qualitative sense is contributed by dimensions beyond

the third

Interpretation of, the 3 dimensional bfot space. A

nonmetric solution for the I dimensional- configuration was

desired as it was proven more suitabl-e than a metrical-ly

derived starting conf iguratj-on in earl-ier compari-sons.

Unl-ike the metric approach which employs a principal compo-

nent extraction procedure the nonmetric KYST prograln can

provide loadings in a I dimensional solution which differ
from the first J dimensions recovered in a higher di-mensional

sol-ution. The KYST program also rotates the sol-ution, which

compounds differences in loadings. Therefore a new 3

dimensional sol-ution was d.erived nonmet.rically, and used as

a starting configuration in I dimensional- INDSCAL runs for

al-l sub j ects
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The load.ings for each blot on the J dimensions are

presented in Tabl-e 10, and the subject saliences are pre-

sented in Table l-1. The stress val-ue of O,O?B is not

meani-ngfully higher than the stress in 6 dimensions,'which

was 0.0þ8. The comparability of the two I di-mensional

solutions is further, and more directly assessed by comparing

the loadings of the blots on each respective pair of di-men-

sions. Visual- inspection reveal-s noticabl-e d'ì fferences in
loadings from the two solutions, ,êspecially for blots

loading heaviÌy. Table 12 l-ists the blots which fall- at

the extremes of each of the dimensions in both the 6 and

I dimensional- sol-ution, which reveals only minor differences

between the two I dimensional- configurations. Dimensi-ons

2 and I have switched polarity and order, and this higher

variance accounted for by the former Jrd dimension is

refl-ected in the per cent of total predictable variance of

subject sa^l-iences for each of the three new dimensions (55%,

L3%, and II%, respectively, based on the variability pre-

dicted Ln 6 dimensions). Since essenti-ally the same three

dimensions seem to be represented in both solutions,

interpretation shoul-d not be qual-itatively different in
proceeding to use the J dimensional- sol-ution's configuration.

The 3 dimensional- blot space i-s represented graphicalJ-y

in Figure 4. The blots are cl-early separated most extremely

along dimension l, with a few of the btots at the positive

extreme being distinguished from the rest and loaded very

littl-e on either of the other dimensions. TheSe positive



Blot

Tabl-e l-0

Blot T,oadings on Three Dimensions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

o

9

1_0

1_7

T2

13

T4

75

1,6

77

1B

1q

20

27

22

23

Dimension

-.446

- .373

-.327

-.o99

z. +z+

-.426

-,2l-9

.040

-.189

-.110

- .35r

-.510

2.658

- .345

-.659

-. 301

-.484

- .387

-.628

-.582
_ . t1.93

-.010

-.411

-.l_48

,206

-,024
.r+7

-.o02

-,oLt3

.095

.\39

-.284
.445

-.346
.2?6

.232

.o63

_.297

.547

.o67

-.r25
.237

.227

.o73

-.087

- .6t6

.220

.324

,o? 6

-.L45
.02l-

-.o4'7

.+55

- ,2L4

-.096

.r53

-.103

.168

-.o 52

.o37

-.060

-.28O

-.I82
.105

.119

- .25r
_.029

. r++

-.01¿r

Blot

24

25

z6

27

2B

z9

30

3L

32

33

l4
')É))

l6

37

3B

39

4o

4t

4z

4l
+4

45

Dimension

I ,877

- .68z

- .470

- ,483

_.+78

.030

z. z2B

-, 55e.

_ .1_0 9

2.647

_ .699

-.58?

- ,245

- .276

- .18þ

- .66t

-.324

-.r77
-.404

z, z6?

- .30?

-.T78

57

-.030

-.009

- .272

.126

.L6?

_.L29

-. 5r3

-.l-46

-.o43

. ro6

.o93

-.252

-.4:_5

-'o 9r

-,l-46

.246

-.2.16

.2II
-.04j

.101

-.018

, 5LI

. orþ

-. o6r

-.01_l_

,ogt+

-.605

.036

.082

-.008

.j69

-.r25
. r-r6

-.v6
.185

.258

.r07

-.0 53

-.o73

,223

-,6t?
-.058

-.39L

-.30 5



Subj ect

Table

Subject Sa-l-iences in

1.

2

?

4

5

6

7

B

o

10

1,I

12

1-3

T4

r5

16

T7

1B

79

20

Dimension

.297

.367

.46:'

.356

.5L5

.457

.389

.138

.323

.20r

.552

.285

.406

,52o

.35e

.36L

.LL+3

.362

.4s5

,403

.o9j .t4?

.303 .oB9

.169 .105

.119 .205

.239 .1Bl

.256 .zo4

.zt6 .r33

.073 .o64

.o?r .og4

.136 .tz4

. r4B .o94

.234 .r85

.zo6 .1¿1.þ

. 13f .r?6

.oZ6 .Loz

. o 6r .LBZ

.115 .o97

. z4B .o4.9

. 2L2 .3Or+

, zt4 ,L39

11

'l'hree lJrmenst-ons

Subj e ct

2L

22

23

z4

z5

z6

22

2B

29

30

31,

32

33

l4
35

l6

37

3B

39

Dimension

5B

.rg+

.330

.306

.309

, zBz

.466

" 290

.509

.2L2

.363

.3I2

.295

('7 a

.4zz

.31t 5

.a96

.44.5

.+58

. +76

.o30 .L45

.244 .zr3

.2O2 .rB7

.102 ,L02

.o79 .tL7

.244 .zLB

. o68 .rjz

. r-20 .0Bl

.LB5 .191

,07+ .r.63

.r5z . r6r
,323 .r7L'

.L97 . z4o

.o6z .r?o

.295 .15f

.r?t .2L7

.223 .I7t+

.r77 .094

,096 ,L?I



Dimension

Table Iz
Blot Configuration OutLiers

L

2

3

+

5

6

Positive Outl-iers â

Bl-ot
Number

Six Dimensiona-l- Solution

33, 13, 5 2,O78

Maximum
Loading

28, 4Z

23, 36

4, rz, r5

B

30, 10, 23

I

2

3

Negative Outl-iers a

Blot
Number

59

,BZB

.5e3

.526

.789

.573

Three Dimensional Soluti-on

35, 25, 1,5

,))
t,

t+5, 16, zB

16, 4Z

20, 39, 3t

39, t, 3

aThe heaviest l-oaded

unless fewer than three

13, 33, 5

16, 45, 1_o

7, 32, 2

Maximum
Loading

-.6T8

-.719

-.62a

-.790

- .6zj

-.355

2.658

.547

,t+55

bl-ots are gi-ven

are clearly the

25,

a.)¿-)¡

34, 39

30, 36

42, zB

- .68z

- .616

- .6t?

in descending order,

outliers.
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outliers for dimensíon l- (see Table LZ) are bl-ots which are

visually characterized as speckled, hazy, or fuzzy in appear-

ance. Such blots often are perceived g]oba]l]r as dust,

dirty snow, etc. Although the rest of the bl-ots are not as

well- discriminated along the first dimension, the most

negative outliers do seem to be distinguished by solid col-or-

ation and sharp contrast, giving an appearance of clarity and

distinction. It appears that dimension I then represents

an inverse, achrornatic scale of clarity or contrast. Since

the purity or solidity of colored areas seems to be an

obvious el-ement in the negative outliers, the term "contrasl/
clarity" wil-l- be favored as the label for the first dj-mension.

Dimension 2 seems to be a functi-on of visual- densi-ty.

Blots loaded positively are dark, opaque and sol-id, whereas

negatively loaded bfots are spacious, spread out, and of

translucent or vague hues, with typically large areas of

white space and smal-ler unconnected areas of col-or. Two

somewhat distinct traits are suggested--visual- density in
terms of concentration of col-or in a gIobal or averaged

sense, or density in terms of the number of colored areas

which are present and separated from each other. The two

interpretations are clearly rel-ated in that they both speak

to density and concentration versus spatiousness and openness

incorporated within the perimeter of the blot material.

To attempt to clarify the interpretation, several- of

the Holtzmarl variables were run as properti-es in the PROFIT

program. Properties were expressed in terms of (a) scores
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on each Hrr variable (b) for each bfot (c) averaged across

all subjects. Shading, Location, Space, and Popular were

selected as variables which woul-d most likeÌy rel_ate to

the present interpretations. The PROFIT prograln provides

directj-on cosines, which are interpretively simi-Iar to
correl-ations with each dimension, alrd serve as loadings to
def ine a vector in the stimul-us space. Al-so provided is
an index (n¡ro) of the maximum, multiple correl-ation between

a property and all- dimensions, which serves to qualify the

interpretation suggested by simply the degree of alignment

of a property vector to a dimension axis. The direction
cosines and Rho coefficients for Sh, L, S, P, and the other

Holtzman properties are presented in Table Ij, Given the

strai-n of capitalizi-ng on chance with the ZO multiple
coruelations necessary to consider a-tl- Hoft zma:n variabl-es

as PROFIT properties, caution was taken to rely upon sel-ected

variables mainly for confi-rmation of tentative interpreta-
tions suggested by visual inspection of outliers or other

means. The Rho indication of the proportion of predictable

variance was al-so used to conservatively qualify interpreta-
ti-ons. For possible value in future references but not for
exhaustive use presently, all 20 Hol-tzman properties are

presented in Table 11.

The PROFIT results relevant to dimension 2 show that
Shading and Locâtion are poor overal-l- predictors in the

multidimensional space, making their correspondence to

dimensional- loadings of questionable merit. space evidences



HIT
Variabl-e

HfT Variables as Blot Space Properties

R

L

e

FD

FA

11

Sh

M

PV

I

H

A

At

Sx

Ab

Ax

Hs

Rho
Correlation

Table 13

.358

.r42

.o 56

.226

.3r3

.280

.146

.303

.184

.32I

.300

.269

.LO2

.r25

.221

.27L

.r33

. r+2

.498

"ol

Direction Cosines

-.044

-.n4
-.ot+3

_.L49

- .t-7 5

.o23

-,o94

-.L63
.3Lr+

- .206

- .624

.414

_ .625

.01_4

-.f09
.o96

-.025

'o7z
,125

-.246

II

6l

-. 062

- .904

.423

.2IB

- ,57t+

.65t

-.r97
.462

.82+

-.050

-.412

.30 5

- .6oz

.228

11.>. )))

.39r

. (I¿

-.zjo
.4oz

_. Bþ4

ïïr

-.997

.358

-.905

.965

.800

-,757

- .9?6

.87z

.47 z

'.977

,6t+9

. BþB

-.+98

.974

-.Bjg

- .9L6

.70L

- .957

- .9o7

.476

BT

Pn

P
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the lowest Rho value, and a moderate positive loading on

dimension 2, Popular is a moderateÌy good multidimensional

predictor, and loads highly negatively and highest of the

three dimensions on dimension 2, P and Pn have been depicted.

as vectors in Figure 4. The interpretation of dimension

2's subjective meaning favored by property fitting would seem

to emphasi-ze the presence or absence of distinguishabl-e

parts within the global- bfot perimeter, with the presence

of Penetration less likely in the mutti-element blots, but

only as a more indirect consequence. Popular is apparently

the most sal-ient property because of the greater number of

Poputar responses coruesponding to smai-ler, distinct blot
areas than whol-e or vague areas. It is difficul-t to exactly

clarify which sense of "densi-ty" described above best fits
as the dimension 2label, and it may be that a-fl variations
speculated ale sufficiently redundant to make a distinction
impossible. The presence of distinguishabl-e sub-elements

of a bJ-ot is apparently necessary in the positively loaded,

spacious outliers, but the term density may connote a more

simplistic meaning. Therefore the term "percept multiplicity"
wil-l be adopted as the working 1abel for dimension 2, as

defined by the characteristics discussed.

Dimensi-on I reflects a somewhat subtl-e differentiation
whích seems to involve chromatic col-or. Blots which are

dominated by bright colors l-oad positively, while blots

composed of pastels in sma-l-l- amounts or no chroma at all-

l-oad in the negati-ve direction. Suppont for this intenpretation
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was sought by fitting Color, Anxiety, and Hostility as pROFïT

properties. Anxiety and Hostil-ity were incl_uded because

the bright red col-ors commonly used in the blots would be

likely to suggest more responses of blood, which are always

scored for Ax and Hs. As shown in Table 13, neither C, Ax,

or HS attained Rho val-ues of a comf ortabry moderate level-.

A post hoc scan of the property fits reported in Tabl_e L3

showed that the two properties with the highest Rho values

(n and Pn) load very heavily on dimension 3, negatively in
both cases. Both R and Pn are represented as property

vectors in Figure 4.

If an inverse scal_e of color dominance i_s in fact
represented, the decreased likel_ihood of rejection give

fewer associations to colored bfots is straightforward and

coincident with the negative direction cosine of the Rejection

vector. Si-nce Penetration refers to passing beyond or

through a body wal-l, it too would seem to be scored more

likely on chromatic bfots where i-nternal_ organs, bruises,

etc. , would be suggested in part by the dominant chromas.

Re jection also Ìoads negatively, heavily, aûd al-most exclu-
sively on dimension 3, úhich may speak to connections between

color responses, emotionality, and threat. Dimension 3

may incorporate more beyond objective blot characteristics
than I or 2, judging from the properties most coincident.

At present, however, the label- "color subordinance" (as the

inverse of color dominance) seems strongry supported as the

dimensions interpretive label.
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ïnterpretati-on of the 3 dimensiona] subiect sþace. The

subject saliences on each dimension, derived from the INDSCAL

analysis of indivirlual differences, have been presented (see

Tabl-e 11) and discussed in other contexts already. The

sal-i-ences cal'ì al-so be used to corrstruct a subject space of

the same number of dimensions as solved for, in which the

differentiation al-ong axes represents dimensions of individual
differences in the MDS configuration. Such a subject space

was constructed from the INDSCAL J dimensional sali-ences,

and is portrayed graphically in Figure 5, The parameters

of dimension usage have already been discussed, and present

concentration wil-l- therefore be on i-nte::preta'bion of the

subject space dimensions.

Unl-ike the blot space, properties of the subject space

need not be separately expressed at the l-eveI of each unique

bl-ot to be suitable for PROFIT anatysis. Instead, properties

now deal with individual subjects as the unit of analysis,

which makes the range of suitable properties considerably

broader. To represent the contribution of HIT variables to

the PROFIT ana-l-ysis most efficiently, the 6 Hff factor

composite scores for each subject were run as properties.

The resul-ts (see Table l4) showed that two of the factors

were at l-east moderatety weÌl predictable overall, and they

are represented graphical-Iy as vectors in Figure 5.

Factors 5 and 6 correl-ate moderately well- with the

dimensional- structure, loading strongest and in opposite

directions on dimension 2. Factors 5 and 6 are unstabl-e in
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Criteríon

Rho Correlation
Direction
Cosine I
Direction
Cosine II
Direction
Cosine III

Table l-4

Holtzman Factors as Properties

Factor
I

Rho Correlation
Direction
Cosine IV
Direction
Cosine V

Directi-on
Cosine VI

Factor
II

.06t-

-.r37

-.o92

- .986

Based on a I Dimensional- Sol-ution

Factor
III

. roo

'54e

-'470

'692

Factor
IV

.406

-.297

- .284

_. O6B

.240

-.j81

.187

- .906

Factor
V

.284

2<O

.4.4.4

.64L

.23L

- .20l-

-. ö50

.426

. Factor
VI

.406

- .35e

-.418

.2go

.350

.272

- .7r9

- .6?e

.3BB

.564

.322

- .618

.345

.fB3

.970

-.158

'fiI+

.3I2

- .2r2

.125

.383

-. lB1

.5r4

.580

æ
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some populations, but most often take the form of a scale

of either strong inhibition or inability to perceive concepts

in the blots for factor 5, and. a scale of mild pathology

and bodily preoccupati-on for factor 6 (Hottzman, 1968). The

PROFIT di-rection cosines for these two factors on dimension

2 suggest that a contrast of factor 6 minus factor 5 is

most rel-evant. Subjects using dimension 2 heavily tend to

score high on factor 6 and low on factor J, and those who

use dimension 2 l-ess heavily would evidence a smalJ-er

discrepancy between scores on factors 5 and 6, Judging from

the factor descriptions above, a contrast of the two does

make interpretive sense. The positi-ve bodily preoccupation

of factor 6 invol-ves responses in the Penetration, Sex, and.

Anatomy categories to a large extent. These responses would

seem to require openness, indifference, or some effective

sel-f-disclosure to appear in large numbers, and. if so, would

likely correspond to low scores on the inhibition scale of

factor J. Interpretively then, the contrast of factors 5 and

6 suggests that the use of di-mension 2 differentiates

subjects along a scal-e from (a) unwi-llingness to report or

(b) inability to perceive concepts i-n the blots--especial.ly

intimate or personal concepts--at the 1ow end of the scaIe,

to a greater openness or frankness in those subjects at the

higher points of the scal-e.

Dimension 1, though dominant in proportion of variance

in the configuration, and dimension 3 do not l-oad heavily

or distinctl-y on any of the Holtzmar\ factor score properties.
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since the factor scores correspond wel-l- to dimension 2 the.

redundant and l-ess efficient approach of using arl zo Hrr
variabl-es as properties was not pursued.for the subject space.

rnstead, simple correlations between those dimensions'

subject sal-iences and the 20 Hrr variabl-es were used to
search further for the psychological utility. For dimension

l-, the resulting correlations ranged from .01-4 to ,345, but

none exceeded the significance l-evel- of .ol which was con-

sidered mi-nimal- for such a large number of correl-ations.
The only correlation approaching that l-evel- was for Abstract
(r = ,345, p = .016), which simply impties that higher

reliance on inclarity of the bfots leads to greater dista¡ce
between the strict bfot material- and the perceived concept.

For dimension 3, correlations with the Hrr variables ranged

from -.003 to -,293 in magnitude, with a median magnitude of
,065. The strongest correlation was with penetration (E =

-,293, p = ,035). Since Fenetration often invol-ves d.eterior-
ation of or passage through a body wal_l, this may simply

reflect a higher occurrence of bodily oriented. responses in
bfots col-ored in reds or f].eshtones.

The post-experiment questionnaire (see Appendix G) aJ-so

proved to be a val-uabl-e source of information for i-nterpreting
the dimensional structure. subjects were asked to describe

the kinds of information they used in making the similarity
judgements, and the most frequently reported determinants

were coded and taburated. Five categories of responses were

used substantialJ-y (by at l-east ? of the 39 subjects) , and
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were processed as properties in a PROFIT analysis. The

resufts (see Tabl-e I-5) evi-dence a heavy loading on Shape

for dimension l-, which tends to confirm the objectivity of

physicaÌ differentiation of blols along that dimension.

Dimension 2 received no definitive loadings, but dimensi-on

3 is nearly collinear with three of the vectors. The cor-

respondi-ng Rho coefficients are rather Iow, however, and

the determinants are somewhat sketchy in meaning. At best,

the direction cosines suggest that a physica-l-, internal

arrangement of blot materia.l constitutes the criterion of

differentiation, which l-ends neither strong support nor

criticism to the previous l-abel of col-or subordinance.

As a final- consideration of the psychological i-nter-

pretability of the three dimensional- subject space, some of

the descriptive data col-lected considered potentially relevant

was processed as properties in a PROFIT analysis (see Table

16 ). The Rho correl-ations were all- rel-atively low, but

some trends can be noted. Heavy users of dimension I tended

to be more reLiabl-e in their judgements, and there was a

tendency for subjects of higher birth order to report per-

ceptions of less mul-tipj-icity. Perceptions dominated by

chromati-c color were more likely to co-occur with ol-der

subjects, males, subjects with lower grade point averages,

and subjects who made the similarity judgements before

participating in the group administration.

Again, all of the descriptive property fits were char-

acterized by 1ow or moderately 1ow multiple correl-ations, and



Criterion

Rho Correl-ation
lJ 1re ctr- on
Cosine I
Direction
Cosine II
Dire cti-on
Cosine III

Table L5

Subjects' Reported Use of Determinants

C olor

.I33

.747

.529

.403

Rho Correlation
Direction
Cosine IV
Direction
Cosine V
Dire ction
Cosine VI

Based on a J Dimensiona.l- Sol-ution

Shape

.T4

.9+7

.320

.033

0utline

.347

.427

-.6?o

-.580

Based on a 6 Dimensíonal Sol-ution

.3r7

.OO5

-. 3Bf

-'925

Pattern

.530

. toy

-.752

- .203

.232

,zLL

.20 5

.956

Thoughts or
FeeJ-ings

.385

.4:-4

.L26

.40 5

.270

.0Bg

-.131

- .987

. ¿l.BB

-.r20

.508

.6++

.542

-.795

.297

,+I5

-{
N)



Criterion

Rho Correlation
Direction
Cosine I
Direction
Cosine II
Direction
Cosine III

Table L6

Descriptive Variabl-es as Properties

Age
Academic

Sex Perf ormance lJ l-r-En

( & pt. scal-e ) uroer

.357

.286

-.097

-.953

Rho Correl-ation
Dire ction
Cosi-ne IV
Direction
Cosine V
Direction
Cosine VI

.207

.:-63

.397

- .903

.f51

-"0 90

.097

.e53

Experiment INTERSCAL
Order Rel-ia-

(PRE.. .PST) bllity

.352

.273

. IOl

.289

.358

loo

- .979

-.053

.423

- .416

.02ð

'Bz+

.277

- . t-l-6

-.r24

.986

'f 9o

.202

.6+8

_ . t+78

KYST
6-n

S tre ss

.269

.902

-.Ðz

.02I

.3r9

-.fgu

,l-]-2

-.292

.3+6

- .202

-.160

-.826

.227

.535

.52r

-. ooo

.481

.4or

,D6

.560

.459

- .gIt+

.IO2

.326 -\]
u)
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thus cannot be considered. conclusive even as tendencies.

They are at best suggestive that several personality corre-

l-ates underl-ie individuat differences in the MDS structure.

The Holtzman factor scores much more directly imply psycho-

logical meaning for dimension 2, although dimension l-

remai-ns largely explained onJ.y by physical characteristi-cs

of the bfots

Beyond the third dimension. Approximately one-fifth
of the vari-ance explainable in a six-dimensional- sol-ution

is accounted for by the fourth through sixth dimensions.

Although not addressed in the previous interpretive discussi-on,

these latter three dimensions were further studied for possibj-e

psychological va1ue. The emphasis, then, was on the inter-
pretive value of individual differences moreso than subjec-

tive meaning of the bl-ot dimensions.

The subject reported determinants (see Tabl-e l-5) again

proved to be a val-uabl-e source of information for analysis

of the higher dimensions. The results indicated that sub-

jects who employed di-mension 4 tittle reported using spon-

taneous feelings or impressi-ons in judglng the responses

(see Table 15). Presumably, subjects who employed dimension

4 heavil-y were more 'systematic in some sense. Inspection
of the outliers (see Table 12) reveals that positive outfi-ers

are entirely chromatic, and negative outliers are at l-east

partially of a. chromatic coloring, but suggests no cl_ear

affective dimension. Similarly, the property fits of the

Hol-tzman factor scores (see Table 14) show no predominant

loadings on dimension 4.
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Finally, the sel-ected descriptive properties presented

in Tabl-e l-6 were processed, and only KYST stress was found

to l-oad heavily and primarily on dimension þ. concerns for
the Rho val-ue are more stringent with 6 dimensions as pre-

dictors, but the value of ,459 for Kysr stre.ss seems tolerabl-e.

Subjects who use di-mension 4 heavil-y then are typically
associated with configurations of poorer fit, and infrequently
report use of spontaneous feelings or impressi-ons in making

judgements. This remains a somewhat el-usive interpretation
of dimension 4, as there is littl-e correspondence to other

Holtzman or demographic information, nor is there a clear
convergence of information toward a subjective label-. one

interesting impJ-ication is that greater spontaneity and

affective reaction to the bl-ots results in configurations
of better fit. This is aJ-so evidenced by a positive correla-
tion between KYST stress and the spontaneous feeling variable
(r = .2?3, .p. = ,Ol+7). Interestingly, this is not collaborated

by a positive correration between spontaneous feeJ-ings and

INTERSCAL reliability (r = -.185, .Þ. = .130).

Dimension 5 is apparently not characterized by the use

of col-or or shape, judging from subjects, reported deter-
minants (see Tabl-e f5), Inspection of the outl_iers (see

Tabl-e l-2) suggests only that negati-ve l-oaders are typicarly
separable into 2 d.istinct halves, whereas positive l-oaders

are more unitary, with no space or boundaries separating

the blots bifaterafry. This characteristic was not col-l-a-

borated by a subsequent correlation between Location and
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dimension 5 saliences, however (I = -.014, p = ,Lt6?). The

Hol-tzmarr factor properties (see Table 1þ) reveat sfl ne pre-
dominant roadings on dimension 4, nor were there any decisive
patterns among the descriptive properties in Tabl-e ]16. rn
summary, dimension 5 may reflect a unitary versus bil-ateral
characteri-stic of the blots, but this is not collaborated
by other variabl-es investigated, nor are there interpretable.
correl-ates of individual differences with the present infor-
mation.

For dimension 6, it was initiall-y noted that the three
subjects whose saliences exceeded .r5o reported using the

"pattern" of the blots in making comparisons, âs compared

to ? of al-l- 39 subjects who mentioned pattern as a d.eter-

minant. Pattern, as a propert¡r, was moderately wel-l pre-
dicted in the six dimensional- configuration, and did foad

heaviest on dimension 6 (see Table l-5). Examination of the

outfj-ers (see Table l-2) shows a roughly similar cup-like
or semicircular arrangement of bl-ot materi-al among negative

outliers, and only the absence of this characteristj-c in
common atnong positive outliers. The only strong loadings

among the Holtzmarr factor properties are on factors correlati-ng
l-ow with the dimensional- structure (see Tabte 14), making

specuÌations questionable at best. The descriptive properties
(see Tabl-e L6) do reveal- a higher usage of dimension 6 for
mal-es and for subjects making the comparisons prior to the

group administration, but no information of further inter-
pretive aid. Given the container-l-ike appearance of negative
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outliers, Penetration and Baruier were investigated as

properties in the subject space for possible relevance.

Barrier was found to l-oad l-east on dimension 6, but pene-

tration did l-oad predominantly on d.imension 6, with a d.irec-

tion cosine of ,8z6 (versus -.5L2 as the next largest value)

and a Rho value of , fi\. Reconsideration of the negative

outliers reveal-ed that the container-l-ike arrangements of
blot material always included markings which might represent

a passage or opening at the base area. It may then be this
sort of characteristic that is either most sal-ient to the

dimension or most sensitive to identification as a property.

The relevance of Penetration is further col-l-aborated by

re-examination of the canoni-cal correlations of the subject

saliences to the Hol-tzman factor scores reported earl_i-er.

Recal-ling Figure 3, there was a gain in correlation in going

from 5 to 6 dimensions which exceeded the amount expected

from changes at l-ower dimensions. rn the canonical correl-a-

tion with six dimensions, Holtzman factors 3 and 6 l-oaded

heaviest and. positiveJ-y among the criterion set, and the

loading for dimension 6 among the predictor set was positive
and exceeded only by a negativeiloading on dimension j,

Although the first canonical correlation was not significant
(r = '559, L'(36) = ,929), factors 3 and 6 are the only

Hol-tzmaT\ factors which were found to load heavily on pene-

tration in standardization samples (Holtzman, Lg6B). A trait
tapped by the Penetration variable does therefore seem to be

tapped by dimension 6 of the MDS configuration as well_.
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First lanzuage di-fferences. Differences were noted

earl-ier (see Tabl-e ?) between subjects reporting English as

their first-l-earned language and those who reported chinese

as their first language on the HTT vari-ables. These differ-
ences and differences in the MDS structures were further
addressed mul-tivariately, in two-group discriminant analyses.

The SPSS (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent, Lg?5)

discriminant analysis program was employed, with an F-

f or-incl-usion and an F-to-remove of l. ooo, a tol-erance l-evel

of .001, and stepwise entry to minimize Vüilks' Lambda,

Beginning with -bhe subject sal-iences on 6 di_mensions

as the 6 predictors, the discriminant function fail-ed to
attain significance (X2(+) = 8.638, .p. = .071). However,

for the 6 Hol-tzman factor scores as predictors, a discriminant
function incl-uding factors 2, 3, and 6 was found to be signi-
ficant (L'e) = I2,?OI, .p. = .OO5) . Factor 6 entered first,
factor I second, apd factor Z third, with F's to enter, F's
to remove from the final equation, standardized loadi_ngs,

and percentage of correct group cl_assifications based on

the three predictor equation, âs described in Table L?. The

overall- percentage of correct classiflcation was 7I+,Zy/".

0n the basis of the standardized loadings on the dis-
criminant function and the F-to-remove criterion, factor z

is clearry the largest contributor to discrimination in the

f inal- prediction equati-on, and factor 3 the smal_lest. The

group centroid for the ENG-IST group was -.416, and for the

CH-fST group, .739. Taken with the negative standardized
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Table 17.

First-Language Differences

Standardized
Loadings
Order of Entry

F to Enter

F to Remove

Signif ica6rce
01 unange

6 Dimensional Saliences as Predictors
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r

x

r

T

åç

Standardized
Loadings
Order of Entry

F to Enter

F to Remove

Significance
of Changeo

.464

+

2.03

2.03

.096

. +78

3

2.7t

2. to

.070

6 Hol-tzman Factors as Predictors

79

-.580

2

2.39

3.16

.106

,+
Not applicable.

agase¿ on the change in Rao's V.
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*

-.+85

7

1.95

2,26
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B. 98
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2. +B
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,097

J*

t+
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*
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J+

-.375

t
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loadings, this reflects a l-ower score on the composite of

the three factors for the CH-IST group, contri-buted to most

by differences on factor 2 and l-east by factor 3. Judging

from Hol-tzman's (1968) description- of the factors, this
would imply greater sensitivity to the spectrum of bl-ot deter-

minants and more fantastical, body oriented responses among

ENG-I-ST subjects, perhaps similar or related to a dimension

of minor patholog¡.

Generation of a short-form HIT. A shortened version of

the HIT was generated for evaluation by selecting bl-ots to

maximal-ly represent the variation perceived by subjects

The most extremely loaded blots on a gi-ven dimension were

taken to represent the points of maximum perceived variation

atong that dimension. To partially account for differences

in the amount each dimension explains of the total predict-

able variance, the number of extreme, outlying blots per

dimension to be selected were kept in proportion to the number

of subjects with sal-iences on that dimension in excess of

.150, In the case of multiple seLection, the d.imension of

higher order was assigned the outl-ier and the closest al-ter-

native was assigned to the l-ower dimension. To keep the

shortened form more comparable to Herron's (f9Ø) short

form, the total number of blots was l-imited to 30. Thus

the number of outliers sel-ected for dimensions l- through 6

were 10, ?, 6, 4, 2, and l-, respectively. The blots sel-ected

are identified in Appendix K.

BO
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The means and standard deviations for the 20 HIT

variables are presented for the full axd short forms in
Table 18, as wel-l as the correlation between short and full-
form scores for each variable. The equivalent correl-ations

between ful-l- and short form scores for Herron's shortened

version development are not available, but the differences
between means for his short form and predicted scores are

presented in Tabl-e 18 as wel-l- as the standard deviation for
the short form.

The results show high agreement between the present

long and short forms, with a median correl-ation of ,9415.

Only the differences between observed and predicted mean

values are given i-n Herron's report, which prohibits corre-

lati-onal- comparison. It can be seen in Tabl-e l-B that for
15 of the 20 variables, the variability of present short

form scores was higher than the full form, which speaks to

a correspondence between maximizing MDS dimensi-onal- variance

and. subsequent maximization of HIT variance. As a rough

comparison, it was noted that the mean differences were

smal-ler for the Herron study for 1l of the 20 variables.

However, consideration must be given to the fact that (a)

the Herron meãn di-fference is based on an actuaj- versus

predicted difference, and (b) that the variability of vari-
ables in the present case exceeds the variability of corres-
ponding Heruon variables in al-l but one case. Within the

present sample, flo short-form variabl-e differed from the

ful-l-fórm equivalent by an amount exceeding the corresponding
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full form standard deviati-on. The average difference was

,176 standard deviation units for the present form, and .2l'I
standard deviation units for the Herron form

A case study, A striking coincidence was noted during

the processing of data, which forms the basis of this section.

In the subject space configuration, one subject coul-d be

identified whose coordinates were noticably more deviant

than the typicat subject. fn the scoring of the Holtzman

administrations, again one subject's protocol was marked.ly

molre deviant than typical. Suspicions were verified when

the reassignment of the correct identification data reveal-ed

that the same subject was the one singled out in both cases.

For this subject (referred to as subject B) the devi-ance of

the HIT protocol was toward pathology, and thus an opportunity

was presented to explore HIT-MDS paral1els not only at a

more sensitive individual- l-evel-, but with a subject whose

protocol was likely more representative of a cl-inical popu-

lati-on

The HIT protocol was characteri-zed foremost by a PV

score of gI (see Tabl-e f 9), which fafl:s at the 99tin percentile

of college student norms. 0ther noteworthy scores include

FA, Sh, I, H, At, Ax, Hs, and M. A rough characterization

of subject B on the basis of the HIT would suggest decapaci-

tating pathology, likely of a psychotic nature. The high

P-v, Factor 3, and low FA evidence a pervasive autistic logic
which has little connection to external reality. Objective

and sometimes conventional concepts are perceived in the bJ-ot,
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but the subject cannot maintain an adequate self boundary,

making illogical connections and extrapolations from the

percept. The FD, Ab, and H scores suggest that intell-ectual

functioning has an average or above potential, and the

autistic system is presented in a pseudo-intel-l-ectual- style

with perhaps a concentration on universal, human, and/or

sexual- identity. Cl-ear1y, subject B is not wel-l- adjusted

to the system, and Hs and Ax suggest that the current turmoi-ls

may be very close to the surface and restrained l-ittIe. .He

is likely in a highly emotional predisposition, prêoccupied

by needs for affectional contact and assurance.

It would seem likely that this 18 year old male either

has been or soon wil-l be under psychiatric treatment. He

indicated that he had previously been administered an

inkblot test, which suggests the prior. He rated the com-

parison task very enjoyable, easy, and interesting, and from

observati-on seemed to maintain attention to the task, with

occasional- affective reactions such as rapi-dly drawing back

into the chair at first sight of some bl-ots.

In the MDS task, his INTERSCAL rel-iability was moderately

high (r = ,59Ð. The KYST stress of ,LLlz and INDSCAL correla-

tion of fit suggested a poorer than average fit in 6 dimen-

sions to the total- group starting confi-guration, but a

roughly average fit for a uni-queJ-y solved configuration.

fhe decrease in stress for I through 6 dimensions was virtu-

atly l-inear, suggesting that the stress may have continued

to improve in higher d.imensional-ities. With regard to
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deviation from the total- confi-guration, subject B was the

only subject who had no INDSCAL saliences in excess of .f50.

This reflects not only the lower correl-ation of fit, but

also a tendency toward more uniform use of the 6 dimensions.

OnIy dimensions I and J were noticably favored.

Given that the uniqueness of subject B's dimensional-

structure rather than intrinsicly poor fit (recalling the

superiority of his KYST stress to the INDSCAL correlation of

fit) may explain the poor correspondence to the total group

configuration, a separate INDSCAL analysis was performed..

The total group configuration was treated. l-ike a "typical"

subject, and its distance matrix was submitted with subject

B's distance matrix for a 2-subject INDSCAL analysis. The

major advantage of the approach is that the sol-utÍons would

not be constrained by a rigid starting configuration, both

derived configurations being free to vary, and thus neither

MDS structure would be favored in the anal-ysis

The results showed that a final- configuration was

reached which evidenced an overall- correlation of fit of

.?86, with only 38% of the variability unexplained by the

MDS structure. To this final- configuration the "typical"
subject correl-ated .?66 and subject B correl-ated .806, con-

firming the premise of comparable goodness of fit for
subject B's deviant dimensional- structure. The two "subjects"

were clearly discriminated by the dimension saliences on al-1

dimensions. Subject B l-oaded near zero (.051) on dimension

1 and quite uniformly from .264 to .350 on the remai-ning
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dimensions, with dimension J loaded heaviest. The ,,typicai;,

subject loaded predominantly (.Zoa¡ on dimension Ì, moder-

ately (,r7+) on dimension 2, and ,093 or l-ess on the remaining

dimensions. rt appears that only the first dimensi-on is
defined primarily by the totar group, and at reast the last
four are principally derived from subject B. rt is thus

understandabfe that extracting only variance in subject B's

configuration that is in corrunon with the total- group config-
uration wouid have done l-ittl-e justice to the accuracy of
the former's solution. with the exception of the first and

possibJ-y the second dimension, it is likeIy that the TNDSCAL

final- configuration woul-d bear more resembl-ance to subject
B's structure than to that of the total- group I

There seems to be substantial evidence that MDS individuat
differences are sensitive to cfinical-J-y relevant personaÌity
factors. Subject B makes l-ittfe use of dimension r, which

is presumably the conr,rast/clarity di-mension which dominated

differentiation among normal subjects. subject B's differ-
entiations are likely along more subjective or autistic
dimensions and less bound by physical characteristics of the

blots. The l-atter premise was further investigated by a

separate consideration of HIT variabl-es as PROFIT properties
for subject B's bfot space. only a few of the variabr-es

evidenced satisfactory Rho correlations (greater than .50

for only R, r, and A) and the direction cosines rarely l-oaded

definitively (greater than .80 only for S negativeJ_y on

dimension 3 and L negativeJ-y on dimension 6). Given no
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combinations of good predictability and definitive orienta-
tion, the PROFIT resul-ts are not reported in detail-. It
was noted that PV, the most pathological_ aspect of the HIT

protocol, loaded as did L, negatively on dimension 6 with
a direction cosine of -.722 and, a Rho val-ue of .3??. For l,

and I the direction cosines for dimension 6 were -.92O and.

.?86, respectively, with iìho val-ues of ,3+6 and .500, respec-

tively. A contrast of pathognomi-c integration of blot
material-s versus objective integration does then seem to be

refl-ected in dimension 6. The remaining dimensions may be

more refl-ective of autistic systemmatic differentiations,
but were not pursued further within the present constraints
on data and time.
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Inkblots. percgption. and the HfT. A wide variety of

data has been presented which attests to (a) a systematic

multidimension structure in the perception of inkbfots, and

(b) a rel-atively l-ow degree of overt correspondence between

that mul-tidimensional- structure and the i-nformation tapped

by the Hf T variabl-es. clearly, a substantial- amount of vari-a-

tion percei-ved in inkblots fits a structure consistent across

individuals but relatively distinct from traditional Hrr

variable s ,

The stress of the total- group configuration solved for
nonmetrically was very good, indicating that the proximity

information represented in the averaged distance matri-x was

reducabl-e to a multidimensional model with l-ittle foss of
i-nformation. The INDSCAL correlations of fit for individuals
were generally lower than suggested by the anal_ogous KYST

stress values. The latter indicated highly accurate repre-

sentati-on of the stimulus space for most subjects, while

the correlations of fit suggested that typicatly Z5/, of

the stimulus variabil-ity was accounted for by the mul-ti-

dimensional structure .

The two goodness of fit indices are not strictly compar-

abl-e, and thus a discrepancy may not exist. A possibility,
however, is that the constrai-nt placed on the data by

requi-ring a rigidly fixed initial- configuration for the

TNDSCAL analyses was partly responsible for poorer individual
fit. Certainly in the analysis of subject B, low INDSCAL

9o
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comelation of fit was found to reflect primariÌy the unique-

ness of the individual configurati-on. With subject B's con-

figuration processed separately with the total- group

represented only as a "typi-cal" subject', the correl-ations

of fit were more impressive. There may be advantages to

recovering individual saliences in this manner, but the pro-

cedure assigns disproportionate weight to the individual-

subject and thus the comparability of sal-iences produced in
such runs is uncertain. Alternatively, it may be that too

many individual- differences are compromised in an averaged

configuration for 39 subjects. Analysis in small-er subgroups

where initiat configurations were unnecessary may have been

advisable, even at the expense of comparability of subject

space s .

In general, subjects relied on strictly physica.l- char-

acteristics of the bl-ots in the sirnilarity judgement task"

Even for subjects who had previously listened to and pre-

sented more subjective, projective descriptions of the blots
in the group session, the task of systematically comparing

the bl-ots el-icited rel-iance on more objective characteristics.
The nature of the task may have even constituted a bias in

this respect. Faced with making consistent, quantitative

distinctions among complex stimul-i, subjects may have chosen

more obvious blot properties to incorporate in their judge-

ments, Given that reliability on repeated judgements corre-

l-ated very l-ittl-e with the fit of the data to the MDS

configuration, it may have been advantageous to sol-icit more
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subjectivity in the judgements at the expense of traditional
rel-iability. This was even further suggested by a positive
relationship found in investigating dimension 4 between

rel-j-ance on spontaneous feelings and configurational- fit.
The independence of configurational accuracy and. conventional-

reliability with regard to rel-iance on subjective cri-teria
night be further pursued to address the relevance of conven-

tionaf reliability to projective assessment. configurationar
consistency independent of judgement reriability could add

a new dimension to perceptual constancy.

The typically low correspondence of HIT data to the IVDS

structure not onJ-y was disappointing, but made the task of
interpreting the d.imensions difficult. The dominant dimension

1, which accounted for about hatf of al-t predicted MDS vari-
ance and. very littl-e of the vari-ance in common with the HIT,

was the clearest case where the suitability of the attached

label seems unquestionabl-e. Al-l- of the hazy, blurred blots
were sharply distinguished from the rest of the bfots by

most subjects, and their low loadings on all other dimensions

may question the utility of including all of them in acquiring
non-redund.ant inf ormation.

0f the 6 dimensions, 2, 3 and 6 evidenced property fits
with HIT variabl-es which contributed substantially to inter-
pretations, but in each case the overall Rho correlations

were only marginal-ly comfortable. In most cases, the differ-
entiation along dimensions was characterized primarily by

variation in the physical properties of the bl-ots. This
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does suggest that some personality characteristics tapped

by the Hol-tzman variables are closeJ-y tied to systematic

variations in the bl-ots themselves. In the development of

the HIT, blots were selected for their "pu11" for certain
kinds of responses, and individual differences in responsive-

ness to such characteristics may indeed be represented in
the current subject space arrangement.

The connections present between the NiDS structures and

the HIT source of data thus seem to operate indirectly through

a third medium--the pattern of differentiation of blots

along physical dimensions. If so, the efusiveness of the

i-nterrel-ationships and perhaps even the 1ow overal-l- correla-

tions are more understandable. Subjects made no blatant
jud.gements about the blots based. on how threatened they fel-t--
which would have been helpful in recovering a dimension of

"susceptabil-ity to threat", for example--br-rt blots which

loaded negatively on the col-or dominance scal-e were in fact
more frequently rejected. Thus Rejection, and perhaps threat
is demonstrated to be partialÌy a function of the bfots'

solidity and lack of chromas.

In some cases the correspondence between dimensi-ons

and. HIT variábfes are essentially coincidental-, such as a

greater occurrence of Popular responses in blots higher in

multiplicity of intra-blot el-ements. Rejection on the other

hand is a more psychologically meaningful demonstrati-on of

a subtl-e MDS-HIT rel-ationship. Decisive Ìoadings by well
predicted properties were rare, however, and tedious to
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pursue. Even the factor scores, which are the most straight-
forward reductions in the HIT redundancy, load definitively

with only dimension 2, Dimension 2 does then seem to be

the clearest correfate of a psychological dimension, demon-

strating that subjects making heavier use of the complex

structure of inner blot el-ements tend to be more open or

frank, perhaps more exploratory socially as they are with

inkbtot perception. Dimensions 4 and J were el-usive in
i-nterpretation, with physical characteristics becoming more

subtly differentiated, and property fits being typically
poor. Although more subjective properties were suggested

for dimension 4 by the subjebts' reported determinants,

these were not col-laborated by the HIT variables. Dimension

6 also reflects a subtle differentiation of bfots, but subjects

making heavy use of it tended to score high on Penetration,

which was evidenced not onÌy in property fitting but al-so in a

canonical- correl-ation of dimensions and factors. In fact,

the canoni-cal- correlation basically confirmed that 2, 3, and

6 are the dimensions having most in common with variation

in the HIT's traditionai- sense'

Certainly there is considerable sl-ack in the correla-

tions of fit and Rho va-l-ues to allow that the MDS and the

HIT are largely tapping separate and viably important bodies

of data. Yet, given that physical characteristics are more

clearly the domain of the multidimensionaf configurations,

it is perhaps most critical- that the most objectively oriented

HIT variables corresponded least to the MDS structure. Color,
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Shading, T,ocati-on and Space , f or examPle, shared among the

l-owest of Rho vnl vss and corresponded l-ittl-e to vi-sual

inspection of bfots along their most col-linear dimensions.

fnstead the more psychological variabl-es such as Pn, R, and

factors 5 and 6 were the strongest correspondents to the

dimensional- structure. On the basis of the HIT properties,

it would appear that the MDS configural discriminations are

more rel-evant to subjective and perhaps proiecti-ve factors.

An alternate implication may be that no HIT variables are

tapping the major di-mensions of physical differentiation

among the blots, but that at least some of these dimensions

have psychological meaning and potential psychoJ-ogical

utility. The presence or absence of an HIT scoring for a

variabl-e such as Col-or seems to have l-ittle relationship to

the intricate ways that color is repeatedly represented in

the MDS configurations. It may be that more potent correlates

of the physical aspects of blot differentiation coul-d be

derived from MDS procedures.

Mul-tidimensi-onal differences,

discriminations of subjects ca:ne from mul-tivariate consider-

ations of differences. I¡lith regard to first-language differ-

ences, the significant discriminant function using Holtzman

factor scores as predictors is of its own right important

for cross-cultural implications. There appears to be no

readily avail-abl-e data on HIT performance for populations

of Oriental descent, and the present results would suggest

that assessments based on Caucasian standardi-zation samples

The most pronounced
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may be selectively biased. The largest differences evidenced

are reflected in factors 2 and 6, differing toward l-ess

apparent perceptual sensitivity and bodily concern in the

former population sampled

The significance of the discriminati-on is especially

noteworthy given the relatively small sample for such multi-
variate analyses. It is al-so interesting that the same

analysis was not significant for the dimensional saliences

as predictors, suggesting that the MDS structure is l-ess

sensiti-ve to cross-cul-tural differences. Concerns for
power may be warranted, however, given the smal-l- sample size

and the nearness of the latter discriminant function to an

acceptable margin of significance. Dimension 2 through J
loaded roughly equally on the discriminant function, which

attests to a multidimensional- configurational- discrimination

of subject differences if the trend is indeed rel-iable. Most

notably, dimensions (4 and 5) are discriminating the groups

which were largely uncorrel-ated with HIT information,

suggesting that different cri-teria of discrimination are

tapped by the MDS sa-l-iences.

Another critical- instance of discrimination based on

I\DS configural differences involved subject B, who was

distinguished in both the HfT and MDS analyses. The dramatic

differences singling out subject B strongly imply that the

MÐS discrimination potential ca-n apply to the identifica-

tion of specific personal-ity types. Herein l-ies the cl-ear-

est connection of the MDS analysis of inkbfots to the role
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in assessment from which they come. fn the case of subject

B, uniqueness of configuration made no obvious detraction
from either configurational fit at the individual- l-evel- or

re1iability of repeated judgements. Deviation in the HIT

protocol- was collaborated by deviation in configural struc-
ture, In both areas the "typical" pattern of response was

rejected, with the most conmon di-mensions of blot di-fferen-

tion for other subjects scarcely used by subject B. Further
work to pursue the MDS potentials for d.iscrimination of

personality subgroups is cJ-earJ-y warranted, especiaJ-ly with
regard to clinical diagnosi-s.

A short form. Earlier discussion suggested that blots
loading similarly and predominantly on a given dimensi-on

might represent redundant sources of information as projec-

tive stimuli. Following a simil-ar l-ine of reasoning, the

short form designed to maximize MDS dimensional- variance

proved satisfactory empirically i-n comparison to the Herron

(f9Ø) form. The comparisons between forms were limited
in thoroughness, however, since more sensitive correlationa-I

approaches were not feasible, Based on the standardized

mean differences the present approach seemed to be in even

closer agreement with ful-l- form scores, which again is
i-nteresting given the limited correspondence of the MDS and.

HIT data. Further work is waruanted to determine if this or

perhaps an even smaller representative sarnple of blots will
reliably correspond in terms of both HIT scores and MDS

configuration. A more manageabl-e sub-test derir¡ed from
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of

HfT could make a val-uabl-e contribution to practicality
fn^^"^-+ ^-*'l; ^À¿r ç.¿uçrr r o.ylr-iêd use .

Conclusiqns. In general, perception of inkblots was

wel-l represented in part by a multidimensional model. Three

or four dimensions of variation capture most of the predict-
abl-e variance in the bfot space arrd the subject space.

Higher di-mensions also seem interpretable, and. indeed. the

closest correspondents to the HrT variation were the second,

third, and sixth dimensions. The dimensions of variation
typicallg correspond lowly to HfT variation, however, and

are defined primarily by discrimination of physical character-
istics of the blots. However, the more objectively physicalty
oriented HrT variables correspond 1owly, and more subjective
variations were found to rel-ate systemmaticalJ_y to the

dimensiona-l- structures. Differences were al-so found i-n
dimensional loadings and factor scores betr¡¿een subjects who

spoke English versus chinese as their first J-anguage. The

MDS analysis was also found effective in identifying a

subject whose HIT protocol evi-denced clear pathognomic

characteri-stics, and in suggesting a subset of bl-ots maxi-

mally capturing perceived variation.
fmplications are that a mul-tidimensional- structure

exists in perception of inkblots which is of sufficient
substance and interpretability to serve as a basis for many

subsequent e,xtensions and developments. The psychological

aspects of individual- configural differences are closely
tied to physical characteristics and thus further work to
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finely qualify the dimensions would be profitable. Order of

experimenta-l- tasks when group admi-nistrations of the Hrr are

also employed is not an apparent concern, but there may be

value in an exploration of configuration accuracy and con-

sistency with regard to reliability and an emphasis on

util-ization of more spontaneous, affective factors in the

task. Further work is needed to explore the cl-inical- utility
of configuration d-ifferences is a more diagnostic sense.

Representation of several- cl-inical- popurations in a series

of di-scriminant arraJ-yses of di-mensional sal-iences for example,

woul-d address the issues of clinical- validity of configura-

tion difference patterns and delineation of the relationship
between MDS information and variation untapped by traditional-
approaches. Such a variety of sampled populations woul_d

al-so serve wel-l in demonstrations of the practicality and

clinically validity of a shortened form. cross-cultural
differences need to be pursued in their own right, both in
MDS and HIT applications. Ul-timately, the feaslbility of

an assessment procedure based. directly on the MDS analysis of

a smal-l set of representative i-nter-stimulus proximities
need be addressed.
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APPENDIX A

A REV]EW OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING
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Mul-tidimensional- scaring can best be described as a
means of unobtrusi-vely recovering dimensions of variation
among a set of stimulus objects. The input to the procedure
is some form of measure of the proximity between the objects,
which can be physical distance in the simplest case, oF

scal-es of preference, association, correlation, etc. Degree
of similarity or dissimir-arity of the stimul_i are commonly

used scal-es in IVES analyses, and are considered to be special
cases of comelation-l-ike proximities (subkoviak, rgzil ,

Typically measures on the proximity scale of choi_ce are
required on all possible pairs of stimuli, giving a complete
set of proximity data which is arranged for convenience in
a square symmetric matrix or hal_f matrix. The analytic
nrn norìrrr o i q .|l¡an 'h^ 

-,- 
-}-',.v!vuvuu!v aÈ then begun by representing the proximity measures

as physical distances. This representation al-l-ows the data
to be anal-yzed in a geometric fashion, which ultimatety
results in a sol-ution analogous to a map, focating the stimuli
in a multidimensional- space recovered from the data.

The recovery of the mur-tidimensionar space is in effect
a generalization of the principre of triangre inequality for
the group of MDS procedures classified as metric, a distinc-
tion which will be taken up Ìater in this text. Given
initial l-v two points x and r, the proximity can be repre-
sented as a distance 4xv. The line containing the ff seg-
ment can be tentatively considered a dimension, and thus
the points x and y define a dimension of diff,erence, which
is label-fed r (see Figure rA) . rf x and y were point sources
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of white light, for example, which a subject had. been asked

to compare, the difference represented ¡y 4xv might corres-
pond to solely a difference in brightness perceived between

the two lights. rf a third point source of light Z is intro-
duced, and al-l- comparisons are col-lected, one of two things
can happen when the inter-stimul-us differences are considered.

In one case (see Figure 1) Z can fall directly on the l_ine

defined by ÎY, in which case the interpoi-nt distances are

collinear and consequently additive in nature. This would

be expected if the brightness of the objects was the sol-e

criterion of comparison. rn other words, a unidimensional

comparison criterion--such as degree of brightness--is
represented linearry, ie., as one dimension of difference,
in the geometric model

A second possibility would be that the proximity of

the new stimul-us object to X and to y cannot be adequately

expressed solely in terms of di-stance along the dimension

defined by XY. This can be represented visually as an

instance where the third stimul-us fal_l_s in the arbi_trary

l-ocation designated as z' (see Figure lA). The projection of

Z.' on dimension I may reffect a meaningful quantity--in this
case brightness of the light source--but that quantity is
not sufficient to fully account for the differences between

Z' and X and I. Correspondingly, the sum of distances between

such a point Z' and X and between Z' and Y does not equal the

distance Èxy, and in fact {xV will- equaÌ the quantity (d*y' *

4---') only when X, Y, and Z' are collinear. If a second line-yz
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(la¡elled II) perpendicul-ar to dimensi-on I is defined by

the projection of Z', however, all- information about the

differences between the three points is accounted for by

the coordinates in this 2-axis (or 2-di-mensionar) system.

Returning to the example, the geometric orientation in
Figure 1 might correspond to circumstances where !, is in
fact midway between X and Y in terms of intensity, ÏuL Z,

also exhibits a redish hue. rf color r¡¡as taken into con-

sideration by the subject as wel-l- as brightness, the com-

parisons would necessarily refl-ect more information than

reducible to one dimension.
_:The critical- features of MDS can be derived or general-

ized from the preceeding discussion of geometricarly J-ocating

3 sti-mulus objects. In general, where P is the number of

stimulus objects, the maximum number of dimensions needed to

exactty locate the objects in a spatial- representation is

3 - l-. The extent to which fewer di-mensions are necessary

to represent the objects rel-ates to the redundancy of dimen-

sions of variation. 0n1y a set of objects each of which

varies uniquely from every other object will require the

maximum P - l- dimensions to exactly locate them. rn practice

the number of dimensions necessary can be determined by a

step-wise consideration of the trian$le inequality principle.
Whenever the distances between each of two established objects

and a third object do not sum to the distance between the

two established objects, a new dimension i-s established by

the projection of the new object. As more dimensions are
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added, the procedure continues except that successive points
introduced are compared to the accuracy of placement (termed

"fit") possible witfr the total dimensional structure pre-
viously establ-ished, and if al-l- variation is not accounted

for, a new dimension wil-l- be defined.

In practical- applications of MDS, the recovery of the

necessary dimensional structure is typically not carried to

the point of cornpletely accurate representation, for several

reasons. First, measurement is rarely perfectly accurate--

especially in behavioral applications--and thus even a

ninimal amount of error variance woul-d likeJ-y ensure that
P - 1 dimensions woul-d ind.eed by needed to account for al-l-

unique variation. Tndeed, the aim of an MDS analysis is
often more the identification of common dimensions of varia-
ti-on than the isolation of unique varj-ance which al-so results.
Furthermore, high dimensionality may be uninterpretabl-e, ât
times even when in excess of two or three, and dimensions of

variation which cannot be l-abelled are seldom of value. The

final- and most potent concern is the capitallzati-on on chance

which occurs in the absence of perfect measurement as the

ratio of dimensions to stimul-us objects approaches unity. fn
fact, rules 'of thumb dictate a much more stringent ratio of

Lz 5 or less as a region at which chance occurrence becomes

à critical concern (Carroll- and Chang, L}TO).

The tradeoffs of parsimony and accuracy are represented

by numerical- indices which refl-ect the extent to which al-l

information available is represented by any given number of
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recovered dimensi-ons. stress is a concept fal-ling within
this class, whi-ch ""n""".nJ*n" variance not accounted for
by a given dimensional structure. since the dimensiona.l

structure can be thought of as a monotonic prediction equa-

tion, the variance unaccounted for is effectively error
variance. Thus, a stress value is simil-ar in function to

the standard error of estimate in bivariate regression, with
l-ow stress values corresponding to more.accurate or complete

spatial representations. More specifically , " . .. stress i-s

a normal-ized sum of squared deviations about a monotonic

curve fit to the scatter plot of corresponding distance and

proximity values (Subkoviak, 19?5¡ p. 396).,, The poorness of
fit reffected in a stress val-ue reflects both the degree of
truly unique variance within a set of objects and the accuracy

of the measurement scal-e. These two sources of variati-on
which detract from the appropriateness of parsimonious l-ower

dimensional- solutions are hard to distingui-sh from each other,
which becomes a more prominent concern when proximity judge-

ments are derived from subjective scales, as they often are

in behavioral- sciences. other measures of goodness of fit
or direct investigation of the scal-e reliabifity may thus

be necessary if the accuracy of measurement cannot be assumed.

There are many specific procedures involved in the

interpretation of a MDS analysis. The order of dimensionality
to be interpreted is infl-uenced by many factors as already
noted, although it warrants mention that stress is often a

decisive aid. stress wil-l always decrease as dimensions are
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added, but a plot of dimension by stress wilf often show a

sharp bend in the curve, which can comespond to a point of

insufficient gain in accuracy with further dimensionality
(see Figure 2A). Even a dimensionality thus selected may be

subject to more stringent c'oncerns of statistical- soundness

or suitabil-ity to a meaningful label. Procedures for MDS

differ considerably in techniques employed in the recovery

and interpretation of dimensions, and j-n the type of data

suìtable. One major distincti-on among MDS procedures alluded

to earl-i-er is dictated by the scale of measurement emptoyed

as the proximity data. Procedures which assume only ordinal

scale data are called nonmetric methods, and procedures

requiring interval or ratio scal-e measurement are called

metric methods. The present concerns encompass several-

techniques and procedures within both the metric and non-

metric classes.

Analyses. Accounts of intended analyses are taken up

in the main body of the text with further consideration of

the rel-evance to analysis of projective stimuti, which

governs the plan of investigation. Additionafl-y, a brief

summary of the anticipated sequence of analyses and the

accompanying procedures is presented bel-ow

As noted in the main body of the text, INTERSCAL (Cliff,

fg??) is the procedure instrumental in col-J-ecting the proximity

measures and reliability judgements. The program operates

interactively during the col-l-ection of proximity judgements,

identifying in the process the blots which are outl-iers on
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any dimension at any given time. Subsequent judgements as

outliers are identified are collected primarily for onfy

pairs including outliers, thus eliminating considerabl-e

redundancy by progressively taking advantage of the inter-
point multidimensional- structure (since points along a single

line need be anchored to only one other point on that line
for unique location). The resulting reduction in the number

of interpoint distances needed may be from 25% to 50%, The

proximity output is a matrix containing the essential- infor-
mation col-lected and zeros

coll-ected. Given matrices

further information is then recovered via several other

canneo. programs.

KYST (Kruskal, Young, and Seery, 1972), a nonmetric

scaling program, was used to recover initial dimensional

configurations and corresponding indices of fit for each

subject. The generality and flexibil-ity of KYST in handling

the large amounts of missing data expected from the INTERSCAL

distance matrices makes it especially suitable for this
purpose.

The confi-guration matrices provided by KYST were used

to sol-ve geometrically for the missing val-ues in the INTERSCAL

output. Once completed, the distance matri-ces were directly
submitted to INDSCAL (Carroll and Chang, I9?O) for an analysis

of individual differences. An overall assessment of individual-

dj-fferences can be accomplished by a compari-son of each

individuaf's distance configuration to a configuration derived

d-Ð

of

entries for all distances not

distances for each subject,
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from an averaged distance matrix, supplied to INDSCAI, by the

experimenter. similarly, averaged matrices representing
subgroups of the subjects coul-d be submitted as bases for
comparison as standards or for comparisons of subgroup

confi gur:ati-on difference s .

Procedures to be used for the exploration of the

recovered configurations with the i-ntent of label-Iing di-men-

sions, determining correspondence to the HrT variabl-e struc-
ture, and so forth, are the most difficult to map in advance,

as the sequence wil-l_ depend on the progression of prior
findings. A major approach to the l-abel-l-ing of dimensions

is via PROFIT (Chang and Carroll, L96B), a program designed

to d.etermine correspondence of an MDS configuration to sets

of external- measures of properties of the stimulus objects.
The property fit is represented by the acuteness of the angle

between a vector of the property pl-otted in the mul-tidimen-

siona-l- space and any parti-cular dimensi-on. In fact, the

cosine of the angle corresponds in a comel-ation-like way

to the degree of correspondence. Close correspondence

suggests that the property projected i-s what is being re-
fl-ected in the dimension, which may Ìead not only to a l-abel-

for the dimension but to a rotation of the configuration in
the interest of greater interpretability

Any of the HIT variabl-es or factor scores recorded for
each blot can thus be submitted to PROFIT for a direct
assessment of correspondence. Factor scores were used

initially, and individual variabl-es only to the extent
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is subject to
chance.

several other procedures may be empÌoyed if questions

remain unanswered by the above procedures. Anarysis of
clusters of inkbf ots in mul-tidimensional space, and exami-na-

tion of outl-iers on specific dimensi-ons may help in the

i-nterpretation of meanings of the dimensions. Further con-

siderations of subgroups of subjects, such as anxious

depressed, etc., may be advantageous in interpretati-on of
configural differences.

identify all
statistical-

LI6

dimensions, since the procedure

concerns of capitalization on
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Subject Instructions
for Judgi-ng Proximities

1. Aware of l-hour session (if not al-readv completed)f

(a) Because there are 2 sessions, wê are unabl-e to telJ-

much about the experiment today.

(b) You wil-l know more after the next session, where we

wil-l- be doing a different task

(c) There wil-l- be a vol-untary meeting to discuss results
in late March

(d) I wil-l sign your cards then, at the second session

of the two.

2. Today¡

(a) We witl be compari-ng simil-arity of pictures of ink-
blots, like these

(b) I will first hold up each one, just so you get an

idea of the kinds of pictures and how much they

differ. (nofA up each blot for appr:oximately j

seconds. )

3, The Task:

(a) I will- hold up two pictures at a time, âs selected

by the computer.

(b) Consider:

(1) what they look like,
(Z) remind you of,

(3) or could be,

and then come up with a. judgement of how simil-ar the

pai-r is.
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Use a scal-e of 1 to 9--L = most similar, 9 = l_east--and

any whole number from l- to 9, Look at the sign periodi-
cally (point out a sign describing the scale).
Use full- scale ¡

T showed you al-l blots to get an idea of their range of
sirnilarity. Note thats

(1) No trnro are completely simil-ar or compretery different.
(2) Try to use l-'s at some time, f or the mos-[ similar of

these pairs, and use 9's at some point, for the most

dissimil-ar.
(3) Try not to use any I or 2 numbers a1l- the time--use

the whole scal-e.

(¿t) ft may be difficul-t at first, but eventually will-
become easier to judge.

Persistance and consistancv are important:

4.

5.

(a) This is the task for the next J hours or less.
(b) This is the main part of the experiment, and it is

thus important to keep al-ert and consistant, A1so,

inconsi-stancy means that the terminal wil_l_ request

more pairs.
(c) We wil-l- take several- short breaks to help maintain

al-ertne ss .

(d) If the task gets tedious, ask for another break.

(e) A couple of minutes of break helps al-ot
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HIT BLOT RANDOM IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS
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BLOT EXPOSURE TIMES FOR THE GROUP ADMINISTRATION
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Card

1

2

3

+

É)

6

7

B

9

thru +5

Blot Exposure Times

l0

Time

I20

I20

r20

l_00

l_00

100

90

9o

90

75

( Se conds )

L23
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SUBJECI INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE

HIT GROUP ADMINISTRATION
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Please fill- in the top portion of your answer sheet.

(Pause while information is completed.) You wil-l- be shown a

series of inkblots, each of which will be proiected on the

screen before you for about one mi-nute. Using your imagina-

ti-on, write down in the space provided on your answer sheets

a description of the first thing the blot l-ooks like or

reminds you of.

Include in your descripti-on the particular characteris-

tics or qualities of the inkbl-ot which are important in

determi-ning your response--i.e., what about the bl-ot made it

look that way? Give as complete an answer as you can in the

time available . Also, circle the part of the bl-ot you used

or considered in your response on the sketches of the blots

in the answer sheets

None of these inkblots have been de]iberately drawn to

look l-ike anything in particular. No two peopJ-e see exactly

the same things in a series of inkblots l-ike these. There

are no right or wrong answers. (BIot X is proiected on the

screen. )

A coilrmon response--"bat or winged. creature"--which might

be written "bat because of the form".

Another coilImon response--"poo1 of oi]"--using color arld

shading. And, still- another response might be "a steer's

head.". (gtot y is proiected on the screen" )

Standard Holtzman Group

Administration Instructions

L25
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A common response: a. "human figure"--using form. :

b. "skeleton"--using form and shading.

c. "bl-ood"--primarily cof or al-one.

(Instructions are repeated in summary. Questions are enter-
tained regarding the procedure. Blot l- is exposed and the

administnation begins. )
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Schedul-ed Reinforcements During the Administration

Card Number

2 Write out as complete a description as you

can in the time and space available.
Just let your imagination run and put down

what the inkblot suggests to you--what you

see in it.

This is another one of those bl-ots where

you will have to be careful- in outl_ining

that part of the btot which )rou use.

Vririte out as best you can what characteris-
tics of the inkblot were deciding factors
in your response.

Be sure to draw a l-ine around that part of

thg btot that suggested your response.

We are particuJ-arly interested in knowing

what aspects of the inkbl-ot influenced your

response.

Same as for Card 9.

Same as for Card 2.

6

Verbal Reinforcement

(_)

9

T28

I4

L9
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PARADIM2 Questionnaire f30

DIRECI-Cì{S: Please respond to ¡he fofl-owing questions by
circling ti-e appropriate responses or writing in-the requested
informatior-

1. What is jour present age?

2. How man;,- /ounger brothers and si:ters (total) do you have?

3. How man;.' ol-der brothers and sis:ers (total) do you have?

4, What is i¡our gender? 1) Female

5, At abou-i v¡hich level have your erades for the present year been?
1) A to /r.+ z) B to B+ Ð C to C+ 4) betow C

6. Are you. íamiliar with Inkbl-ot i=sis such as this one?

1) Yes 2) No

?, Have you ever completed or pariicipated in an inkbfot test before?
1) Yes 2) No

B. How diff icul-t did you find the conparj-sons of the bf ots?
quite eas;,- 1/- 2/ 3/ +/ 5, very difficuti

9, If you ',','3re asked to repeat soni3 of the comparisons, how
accurateìy coul-d you repeat yout nrevious responses.
not ver;,'- 1. / 2 / 31 4, 5, quite accuratelyaccurarery

10. How dio ;ou find the task? (Pl-ease respond to each dimensi-on)

interestins tl 2l ll +l Sl boring

unenjoyabie I zl ll Al I enjoyable

frustrailns tl zl ll +l T easy

1l-. What sort of inf ormation about ihe blots did you use i-n making
the concarisons betv¡een them? (?Iease elaborate)

2) MaIe

12. Please indicate any other react'ìons to the task, or comments
you wis:- to make.
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Concluding Remarks to Subjects

This experiment involved a series of inkbrots which you

have seen both on cards and in the form of sl-ides. They are

part of the Holtzman rnkbfot rechnique, which is an estab-
lished general personality test which is used in a wide

variety of situations. The group session you attended is
the standard way the test is administered to groups of
people, though it is administered i.ndividually as we1l,

using the cards instead of sl-ides.

The individual- session (you attended) was not a typlcal
proced.ure in inkbfot tests. The similarity judgements you

made were anaryzed with a special statistica-r- procedure

caj-led Mul-tidimensional- scaling, and were the focus of the

study. Although it's never been done previously, the analysis
is expected to make a l-ink between the similarity judgements

and the kind of information gotten from the standard admin-

istration" Tn other words, if you were using shading, color,
form, etc. , in responding in the group session, the procedure

shoul-d recover or indi-cate that you were using those character-
istilcs simply by consideri-ng your judgements of similarity.
The advantage of the l-atter is that the data may be more

objective and perhaps more useful_.

The procedures invofved are somewhat complicated, and

hard to explain briefly any further. rf you wish to attend.

and l-earn more, r will spend an hour or so at a l-ater date

going over projective tests such as inkbl-ots, and Mul_ti-

dimensional Scaling, and how the two may rel-ate.
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A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO REPI,ACE MISSING
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cccccccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc ccccc

PROGRAM T0 REPLACE MISSING DISTANCES nåÊtf+r*.'rnJ+r+J*rfrfår

rN AN INTERSCAT_, DISTANCE MATRIX rÊ:'irfnr+nlsnr+rfårJ+r+

DAVID DUSH, L978, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

DrrvENSlON ENTRY (45,+5),WETGHT (45,6),DIST (45,+5) ,
IDAVc(10) ,DAVGN(10) , rrEM (+5,+5)
D0 1000 II=l,l-0

C READ D IS TANC E MAT RI X * * * + x * * *rf 
'f 

rÊr+ Jf rÊ J+rf år#nnrf #rf J*rf +f ,rJf rf
DO 10 I=I,45

10 READ(5,100) (nnfny(I,J),J=],4J)
SUM=0
SUMSQ=0
A=0

CAT,CULATE MEAN,VARIANCE, AND STANDARD DEVIATION .'IJf

D0 11 T=2,45
N=f -l-
DO 1l- J=1, N
rF (ENTRY (T , J) . EQ .0 ) CO To l-t_
SUM=SUM+ENTRY ( I, J)
A=A+l-.0

]-1 CONTÏNUE
AVG=SUM/A
D0 12 I=2,45
N=I -l-
DO IZ J=1,N
rF(ENTRY(r,J).EQ.o) CO rO L2
SUMSQ=SUMSQ+ ( (NUINY (T , J) -AVC) X*2¡

12 CONT]NUE
VAR=SUMSA,/ (A_1)
SDEV=SQRT (VAR)
WRITE ( 6, l-01) Vnn, SDEV, AVG,A

i3î F3f;ffi$[íi:ïiä,S]uu,AVG,N;,,'nro.3)
READ CONFIGURATI0N WErGHTS rf'r'Ê+rf#.rf.'f x*+***x*J+rf'sn+Èrfrf

D0 13 I=L,45
L3 READ(5,10e) (WBrCnT(I,K),K=l, 6)
I02 FORMAT (ZX,6n7 .37

CALCULATE CONFIGURATT0N DISTANCES r+rÊ#nr+nrfrÉjÉ**+x***
tf rf rfåf rf Jf åf #.rfJ* J+ J*Jt rt Jf rfFOR EACH DATA PAIR

Do 14 I=2,45
nT-T -lII-I I

D0 2J L=l,N
DIFSUM=O .0
D0 24 K=L,6
DIFFSQ= (WE]GHT (I, K) -WEIGHT (T-,, K) ) *O2

C

(1



D ÏFS UIVI=D TFS IJ1VI+D IFFS Q
2+ CONTINUE

DIST ( T, L) =SQRT (DIFSUM)
25 CONTTNUE
I+ CONTINUE

DO 26 I=2,45
nT- T-'l
II - I ¿26 vvRrrE(6,103) (Drsr(r,J),J=r,N)

103 F0RMAT (IX, t_5F5 .2,'PDz',)
DIS0BV=0 .0
N=0

C

t/
CALC ULATE AVERAGE C ONF IGURAT I 0N nrf r+r+rf rf :Frf :Frf rËnrsrf 

'f '+rf 
,f

DïSTANCES FOR EACH DATA VALUE **x*x**xrsrfrfrsnn.'+rf+rf
DO 28 K=I,9
DISOBV=DISOBV+I . 0
DN=O .0
DSUM=O .0
D0 27 T=2,45
N=I-l-
D0 l/ J=l,N
rF (ENTRY(r, J) -DTSoBV) 27, Zg, Z7

29 DSUM=DSUM+DIST(I,J)
bN=DN+i

27 CONTINUE
IF(DN.EQ.O.O) GO TO BB
DAVG (K) =DSUIVI/ON
DAVGN (t<)=nu
GO TO 28BB DAVG(K)=tB.o
DAVGN (t<) =o . o

28 CONTINUE
^
c ADJUST F0R C0RRESPONDENCE 0F 't+ÉJ+nrf+r+rf.¡frfrir+rfrfnrfr+if'rârrfc AVERAGE DISTANCE ORDER J*.'frfrfnJÊr+rÉ:Fr{-+n++Jrl+J+nJÉrirf

D0 30 K=l-, B
L=K+l-
rF (DAVG (r<) -lnvc (r) ) 30 ,3L,3L

3r rF(DAVGN(K) -DAVGN(L) ) 32,33,34
3z DAVG (K) = 99.0

L35

33
)4

30

G0 T0 30
rF(K-5) 32,32,34
DAVG (r,) =99 ' O

G0 T0 30
CONTÏNUE

CALCULATE DISTANCE VARIANCES *xx*xx**rfrfrfâfri'+åf'f'l'f.,É'nrf
B=0
DSUM=0
DO 66 r=2,45
N=I-1
D0 66 J=f,N
B=B+l-

DSUM=DSUM+DIST (T,.T)



66 CONTÏNUE
DMEAN=DSTJM/B

DSUMSQ=0
DO 6t r=2,.4J
N=I-1
D0 6l_ J=1, N
DSUMSQ=DSUMSQ+ ( (¡rSr (r , J) -OiUnnUl oo2¡
C ONTÏNUE6t
DVAR=DSUMSq/(B_t. o)
DSDEV=SQRT (DVAR)
wRrTE ( 6, l_10 ) nvienl\I, DVAR, DSDEV

110 FORMAT (/,IX, 'D]STANCE MEAN=' ,F?.3, ' VAR='. ,F?.3',1' STDDEV=' ,F?.3/)

c
ESTIMATE BY CLOSEST MEAN x**+***x*****xx'Ê'r+tfr++r+nn)tr+
DISTANCE (Uppnn MATRIX) trlftËrfrfrf''rif+rlf*+Jf+Jt+J+rfrfìiJf.tfrÊ+;f

D0 35 I=2,45
N=I-1
D0 35 I=2,45
N=I-1
D0 lJ J=l,N
IF (ENTRY (I, J) .CT. O ) GO TO 35
VALUE=0
DO 36 K-r,g
VALUE=VALUE+l- . 0
rF (DrsT (r , J) -DAVG (X) ) lZ , 38,39
ENTRY (J, I) =VALUE
GO ro 35
rF(K-g) 36,42,42
rp (onvc ( t<) -gg, o ) BZ , 36, 36
rF(K-1) 38,38,42
L=K-1
AVAL=VALUE-I .0
CONTINUE
DIFFA=ABS (DIST (T, .T) -DAVG (K) )
DrFFB-ABS (DIST ( r , J) DAVG (L) )
rF (DTFFA-DTFFB) 38, 44, 45
ENTRY(J, I) =AVAL
G0 T0 35
rF (¡nvcru (K) -DAvcN (L) ) 45,46,38
rF(K-5) 38,38,4J
C ONTINUE
CONTINUE

cONVERT STANDARÐ DISTANCES *****xx#.x**xxxx**+xxxx
T0 RAW SCALE (f,OWnn MATRIX) ttrfrflftf:fnrç+'xxx+.xxx+.**xxx

D0 75 I=2,45
N=ï-l
DO fJ J=]-,N
rF(ENTRY(r, J) .Ea.0.0)ENTRY(r, J) = ( (DrsT (r, J)

lJÉSDEV)/nSnnV) +0.5
rF (ENTRY(r, J) . LT. 1.0) ENTRY (r, J) =1. O

rF (ENTRY (r , J) . GT . 9.0 ) ENTRY (r, J) =g.O

3B

39
37
B7
4z

4l

B6

+5

4+
46
)6
1É.

(1



75 CONTTNUE

WRITE COMPIETED MATRIX AND AVERAGE DISTANCES *XXiÉ"*
D0 73 I=I,45
D0 lJ J=L,4J
ITEM ( I, J) =ENTRY (T, J)

73 CONTINUE
D0 47 I=I,45
wRrTE ( 7 ,LOg) (]TEM(r, J) , J=f ,45) ,TT.47 I/üRrrE(6,109) (rrEM(r,J) ,J=f ,45),rr

10 9 FoRMAT (,5X., 45TI, lX, 'PARADIM2 SUBJECT ' ,I2)
r/l/RrrE (6,rc5)

LO5 FORMAT (/,LX, 'AVERAGE DISTANCES'/)
D0 lt.B K=f , 948 v\/RrrE ( 6, t_o 6) navc (K) , K
v\IRrTE (7 ,t077

. I/\IRITE(6,107)
106 FoRMAT (10X, F10 . 3, 5X, ' ,
L07 FORMAT (/LX, t ***x**ttr*lrår
lOOO CONTINUE

ccccccc ccc ccccc ccc cccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccc cccccccccccc
STOP
END

L37

' ,t ,I2)
END 0F SUBJECT ****x*xxoo, /)
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Subiect ID Random Number

7

2

?
J

l+

5

6

7

ôo

9

10

n
1-2

1,3

74

75

1.6

1.7

1B

T9

20

22

23

7

3

4

72

2B

33

20

Subiect fD Random Number

2+

25

26

27

2B

2g

30

3I

32

33

34

35

36

37

3B

39

26

32

2t+

3o

7+

76

T7

T9

9

l-39

)9

2

23

34

7T

))

27

A

1B

1"5

5

1_0

3B

2g

Õ

3I

73

2T

25

22

37

t

36
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HIT Blot
Number

5

L3

1.7

24

2<-¿
t.)

3+

35

39

4l

1,

2

7

I5

?2

Dimension
Repre sented

1.

T

t

t

1

1

1_

4
l_

1-

-t

2

2

2

2

2

HIT Blot
Numbe.r

47

44

11

23

2ð

36

4o

r!5

4

L2

r6

4z

Õ

20

30

141-

Dimension
Represented

2

2

3

3

a)

3

1)

3

4

l+

4

4

¿.)

5

6




